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THE NEXT SURGES ARE HERE: WHAT CAN AMERICAN GOVERNMENTS LAWFULLY 




Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. George Santayana1 
 
The choice is not between order and liberty. It is between liberty with order and anarchy 
without either. There is danger that, if the Court does not temper its doctrinaire logic 
with a little practical wisdom, it will convert the constitutional Bill of Rights into a 
suicide pact. Justice Robert H. Jackson2  
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INTRODUCTION 
After just ten months, over 23 million Americans have been infected by the COVID-19 
virus, over 384,000 have died from it, and experts predict another 150,000 will die from it by 
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April 1, 2021.3 That mortality number is higher than the number of combat deaths during any 
war fought by the U.S.; only the Spanish Flu killed more Americans, but that was over a 24-
month period of time.4  
January 1, 2020 seems like ages ago, when we optimistically thought that 2020 would 
mean clarity of vision and foresight for the New Year and decade. “Zoom” was something 
associated with the Road Runner cartoon, and “flattening the curve” meant exercising to reduce 
one’s stomach bulge. Since then, although the world has turned upside down, legal precedent has 
not.  
To best honor Santayana’s warning, we should learn not only from past pandemics but 
also from the past months of this COVID-19 pandemic. Indeed, a review of the front-page 
headlines of The New York Times over the course of 2020 reveals the following retrospective. 
The January 1, 2020 edition’s front page featured kisses and confetti in Times Square.5 On 
February 1, 2020 the Times’ front page announced, “Declaring Health Emergency, U.S. Restricts 
Travel from China,” and noted that there had been 46 deaths and 12,000 cases from COVID in 
China, and 100 cases in the rest of the world.6 By March 1, 2020, a front-page headline warned, 




*Jeff Thaler is a Professor of Practice at the University of Maine School of Law, and co-founder and Third President 
of the American College of Environmental Lawyers. He dedicates this article to those who are on the frontlines of 
the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic, in the United States and worldwide. 
 
1 GEORGE SANTAYANA, THE LIFE OF REASON: REASON IN COMMON SENSE 284 (1905). Santayana (Dec. 16, 1863 
in Madrid, Spain–Sept. 16, 1952 in Rome, Italy) was a philosopher, essayist, poet and novelist, STANFORD 
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY, https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/santayana/ (last visited Dec. 7, 2020).  
2 Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 37 (1949). 
3 Coronavirus Cases, WORLDOMETER, https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/ (last updated Jan. 11, 2021); 
Emma Newburger, Covid-19 deaths could nearly double in U.S. by April despite rollout of vaccines, report warns, 
CNBC (Dec. 5, 2020), https://www.cnbc.com/2020/12/05/covid-19-deaths-could-nearly-double-by-april-despite-vaccines.html. 
4 Olivia B. Waxman & Chris Wilson, How the Coronavirus Death Toll Compares to Other Deadly Events From 
American History, TIME (Sept. 22, 2020), https://time.com/5815367/coronavirus-deaths-comparison/ (last updated 
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“Readiness of U.S. for an Epidemic Raises Fears About Shortages,” and noted that there were 
86,000 cases and almost 1,000 deaths from the pandemic, with only 70 cases in the U.S. and one 
death.7  
On March 15, 2020, the Select Board for the island town of North Haven, Maine (with an 
estimated year-round population of 355) voted that anyone who was not a full-time resident was 
banned from coming onto the island “due to the significant increase in risk associated with the 
transmission of COVID-19.”8 The pandemic did not honor April Fool’s Day, instead the April 1 
N.Y. Times front page headlined, “Grim Toll Projected, Even With Distancing,” and the article 
began with statements from the top U.S. scientists “battling the coronavirus . . . that the deadly 
pathogen could kill 100,000 to 240,000 Americans.”9 Time would unfortunately prove that 
prediction to be too optimistic.  
Ignoring those public health officials, the President announced that the COVID-19 
pandemic would be gone in April from warm weather; that he wanted churches to be packed on 
Easter and that we should be ready to be “back to business” by May 1, with normal work and 
buying patterns.10 Then, on April 29, Jared Kushner said, “I think you will see by June, a lot of 
                                                 
Sept. 22, 2020); United States Military Casualties of War, WIKIPEDIA, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_military_casualties_of_war (last updated Dec. 11, 2020). 
5 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/01/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf  
6 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/02/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf. Few may now recall the companion headline that 
day that read, “Senate Republicans Block Witnesses, 51 to 49, Clearing A Path for the President’s Acquittal.”   
7 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Mar. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/03/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
8 Stephen Betts, North Haven Votes to Keep Nonresidents Off Island, PORTLAND PRESS HERALD (Mar. 16, 2020), 
https://www.pressherald.com/2020/03/16/north-haven-votes-to-keep-nonresidents-off-island-out-of-coronavirus-
fears/. The Town withdrew its order on March 17, following intervention from the governor’s office. See Town of 
North Haven Select Board Minutes of March 17, 2020, http://www.northhavenmaine.org/assets/Minutes31720.pdf.  
9 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/04/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf. 
10 Kevin Breuninger, Trump Wants “Packed Churches” and Economy Open Again on Easter Despite the Deadly 
Threat of Coronavirus, CNBC (Mar. 24, 2020), https://www.cnbc.com/2020/03/24/coronavirus-response-trump-
3
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the country should be back to normal, and the hope is that by July the country is really rocking 
again.”11 That same day, the President echoed Kushner’s predictions with, “I see the new normal 
being what it was three months ago . . . . Hopefully in the not too distant future, we’ll have some 
massive rallies and people will be sitting next to each other.”12 
What happened instead? The May 1, 2020, headlines reported, “Job Losses Spike Even 
As Millions Are Not Counted” and “Too Many Bodies, Too Fast, Put New York in Bind.”13 By 
June 1, 2020, the lead headline was “Twin Crises and Surging Anger Convulse U.S.” (COVID-
19 and police shootings of black people), with the sub-headline of “A One-Two Punch Puts 
Inequality on Display.”14 Then, on July 4, 2020 came the headline, “With U.S. in Grip of Virus, 
Trump Puts on a Show [at Mt. Rushmore]” amidst a COVID-19 surge in Arizona and over 
50,000 new COVID cases.15 
                                                 
wants-to-reopen-us-economy-by-easter.html; Philip Rucker, Robert Costa & Ashley Parker, Trump Wants to 
Declare Country Open by May 1—But the Reality Will be Much Slower, WASH. POST (Apr. 14, 2020), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/trump-wants-to-declare-country-open-by-may-1--but-the-reality-will-be-
much-slower/2020/04/14/42f7a318-7e5e-11ea-a3ee-13e1ae0a3571_story.html. 
11 Libby Cathey, Jared Kushner Sparks Controversy After Praising Administration’s Response to the Coronavirus 
Pandemic as “A Great Success Story,” ABC NEWS (Apr. 30, 2020), https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/jared-kushner-
sparks-controversy-praising-administrations-response-coronavirus/story?id=70425560. 
12 Id. 
13 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (May 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/05/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
14 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. Times (June 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/06/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf. The inequitable impacts upon American minority 
populations of COVID-19 cases and deaths has both continued and grown, with black, Latino and indigenous 
Americans suffering cumulative mortality in 2020, adjusted for age, at a rate more than three times greater than 
whites. As of mid-October the mortality rate for “Blacks is 3.2 times as high, Latinos is 3.2 times as high, 
Indigenous people is 3.1 times as high, Pacific Islanders is 2.4 times as high, and Asians is 1.2 times as high.” See 
The Color of Coronavirus: COVID-19 Deaths By Race and Ethnicity in the U.S., APM RECH. LAB, 
https://www.apmresearchlab.org/covid/deaths-by-race (last updated Oct. 15, 2020). See also Philip N. Cohen, 
COVID-19 Mortality Rates by Race/Ethnicity and Age, FAMILY INEQUALITY (Dec. 11, 2020), 
https://familyinequality.wordpress.com/2020/12/11/covid-19-mortality-rates-by-race-ethnicity-and-age/. 
15 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (July 4, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/07/04/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf. 
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Then, in an interview taped on July 17, 2020, and aired two days later, the President 
asserted that the United States had the lowest mortality rate from the pandemic, when in fact it 
ranked the seventh-worst worldwide, and further asserted that even though he would not have the 
federal government mandate the wearing of masks in public, COVID-19 virus would just 
“disappear.”16 By August 1, 2020, some public schools were opening but according to the N.Y. 
Times front page, “First Day Back, Indiana School Finds Infection. Harbinger of Obstacles to 
Reopening in the Fall,” while a companion headline said “Europe Flashes Signs of Hope Amid a 
Plunge. In Marked Contrast to Struggles of the U.S.”17 But just a month later, the September 1 
headline cautioned that there was “Fear In Europe as Virus Spikes In Spain Again.”18 In fact, 
come October 1 two contrasting front-page headlines were, “From Austria Ski Resort, Virus 
Hitched a Ride Around the World” and “White House Kills C.D.C. Plan to Extend Ban on 
Cruise Ships.”19 
Which brought us to late October, when first the President’s Office of Science and 
Technology Policy issued a press release listing as the lead highlight of his Administration 
“Ending the COVID-19 Pandemic.”20 Two days later the President’s oldest child, Donald Trump 
                                                 
16 Amanda Holpuch, Donald Trump v. Fox News Sunday: Extraordinary Moments from a Wild Interview, 
GUARDIAN (July 19, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2020/jul/19/donald-trump-fox-news-sunday-
chris-wallace-interview; Katie Rogers, Trump Leans Into False Virus Claims in Combative Fox News Interview, 
N.Y. TIMES (July 19, 2020), https://nyti.ms/32xNXln. Indeed, on April 17, exactly three months prior to his July 17 
comments, the President had called for protesters against state-imposed COVID-related restrictions to “liberate” 
Michigan, Minnesota and Virginia. Quint Forgey, Trump Breaks with His Own Guidelines to Back Conservative 
Anti-quarantine Protesters, POLITICO (Apr. 17, 2020), https://www.politico.com/news/2020/04/17/trump-states-
stay-at-home-orders-192386. 
17 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/08/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
18 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/09/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
19 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/10/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
20 Brianna Ehley, White House Science Office Takes Credit for “Ending” Pandemic As Infections Mount, POLITICO 
(Oct. 27, 2020), https://www.politico.com/news/2020/10/27/white-house-science-office-ending-pandemic-432827; 
5
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Jr., told a television interviewer that the CDC data showed the number of COVID-19 deaths to 
be “almost nothing. Because we’ve gotten control of this thing, we understand how it works[;]” 
however, that same day over 1,000 Americans died from the virus.21 Days later, on November 1, 
2020, the a N.Y. Times front-page headline reported that “Tracing Now All But Impossible As 
Outbreaks Tear Through U.S.”22 Moreover, the day after the November 3 election, over 100,000 
new cases of COVID-19 infection were recorded in the United States for the first time since the 
pandemic began, and multiple states set records for the number of cases in a single day and over 
the previous seven days,23 while in Europe countries such as England, Spain, France, Germany, 
Italy, Poland and Austria were reinstituting lockdowns like what had been imposed back in 
March.24 
Then there is December, as this article was heading to the publisher. The lead N.Y. Times 
headline on December 1 warned that a “Long, Dark Winter Looms Before U.S. Gets Vaccines,” 
quoting the Dean of Brown University’s School of Public Health to the effect that, “The next 
three months are going to be just horrible.”25 Indeed, on December 2—eight months after the 
prediction that the pandemic could kill 100,000 to 240,000 Americans—the Director of the 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention predicted that absent better and more consistent 
                                                 
Press Release, Trump Administration Releases Science and Technology Accomplishments from First Term (Oct. 27, 
2020), https://www.politico.com/f/?id=00000175-6bc5-d2df-adff-6fdfff5c0000.  
21 Timothy Bella, Donald Trump Jr. Said COVID-19 Deaths are at “Almost Nothing.” The Virus Killed More than 
1,000 Americans the Same Day, WASH. POST (Oct. 30, 2020), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/10/30/trump-jr-coronavirus-deaths-almost-nothing/.  
22 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/11/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
23 Kate Taylor, A Day After Smashing the Single-Day Record, the U.S. Leaps to a New One: 121,000 cases, N.Y. 
TIMES, https://www.nytimes.com/live/2020/11/05/world/covid-19-coronavirus-updates/a-day-after-smashing-the-
single-day-record-the-us-leaps-to-a-new-one-121000-cases (last updated Nov. 5, 2020).  
24 Emma Reynolds & Sarah Dean, England Locks Back Down, Italy Puts Regions on Red Alert as COVID-19 
Deaths Spike 43% in Europe, CNN (Nov. 4, 2020), https://www.cnn.com/2020/11/04/europe/england-italy-
lockdown-covid-deaths-europe-intl/index.html. 
25 New York Times Front Page Reprints, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 1, 2020), 
https://static01.nyt.com/images/2020/12/01/nytfrontpage/scan.pdf.  
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compliance with masking and other restrictions, we could see over 400,000 COVID-19 deaths 
before February.26  
It is worth putting in context how poorly the United States handled the pandemic, in order 
to better assess potential and needed legal responses in 2021, even as vaccines slowly roll out. 
Despite all of the assurances that the pandemic would be over in April 2020, then by summer, 
and then by November 2020, on January 7, 2021 the U.S. had a record number of COVID 
deaths, over 4000, and the seven-day average of 3,240 deaths per day broke the previous mark 
set in mid-April—meaning this country was doing worse after nine months, not better.27  
As I ready this article on January 11 to go to the publisher, more than 22,000 people lost their 
lives in the United States due to COVID-19, with a daily average greater than the number of 
people killed by the Sept. 11 attacks in 2001, and although the United States has only 4.25% of 
the world’s population, it now has 25.3% of the confirmed cases and almost 20% of the deaths 
worldwide.28  
COVID-19 is not the first (and will not be the last) pandemic or epidemic to ravage the 
world or this country.29 In mid-summer scientists predicted that without a proven and widely 
administered vaccine by the onset of cold and flu season, there would be a resurgence in 
                                                 
26 Andrea Diaz, The US Could be Close to 450,000 COVID-19 Deaths by February, CDC Director Says, CNN 
(Dec. 2, 2020), https://www.cnn.com/world/live-news/coronavirus-pandemic-12-02-20-
intl/h_0acfc8dfddb792b724eb7539f87e9b93.  
27 Karen Kraick and Rebecca Robbins, As U.S. tops 4,000 deaths in a day, a record, Fauci warns that January will 
get harder, N.Y. Times (Jan. 7, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/live/2021/01/07/world/covid-19-
coronavirus#fauci-coronavirus-january; OUR WORLD IN DATA, Daily Confirmed COVID-19 deaths, rolling 7-
day average, Jan. 10, 2021,  https://ourworldindata.org/grapher/daily-covid-deaths-7-day?tab=table&time=2020-05-
16..latest&country=~USA. That average far exceeds what was reported by any other country in the world. 
28  REUTERS STAFF, U.S. sets COVID-19 death record for second week, cases surge, Jan. 11, 2021, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-usa-trends/graphic-us-sets-covid-19-death-record-for-second-
week-cases-surge-idUSL1N2JM1NS; WORLDOMETER, supra note 3. 
29 See generally JOHN FABIAN WITT, AMERICAN CONTAGIONS: EPIDEMICS AND THE LAW FROM SMALLPOX TO 
COVID-19 (2020). 
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COVID-19 cases and deaths without restrictions like those imposed in March.30 But many 
American columnists, politicians, and litigants continually asserted that it is unlawful for any 
governmental entity or official—federal, state or local—to impose restrictions upon travel either 
across state borders or within a state, or even to require the wearing of face masks in public 
spaces, in an effort to reduce odds of additional surges of COVID-19 infections and deaths.31 
Consequently, these predictions not only came through, but the surging number of COVID-19 
cases and deaths are exceeding those early in the pandemic32—confirming Justice Jackson’s 
1949 warning that liberty without order can yield not just anarchy, but also deaths.33  
Thus, Part I of this article addresses what needs to be done going forward by first looking 
at the current pandemic in the context of previous pandemics and epidemics, and best approaches 
to respond to them. Part II looks at what the federal government legally could do and cannot do 
to contain the spread of the virus. Part III then looks in detail at some of the legal opportunities 
and obstacles at the state and local levels to control the spread of COVID-19 in the United States 
by such means as social distancing, stay-at-home, travel restriction, and face covering orders. 
Arguments about the “right” to interstate travel, the dormant commerce clause, and “rights” to 
                                                 
30 See Helen Branswell, Winter is Coming: Why America’s Window of Opportunity to Beat Back COVID-19 is 
Closing, STAT (Aug. 10, 2020), https://www.statnews.com/2020/08/10/winter-is-coming-as-flu-season-nears-
americas-window-of-opportunity-to-beat-back-covid-19-is-narrowing/ (“‘I think November, December, January, 
February are going to be tough months in this country without a vaccine,’ said Michael Osterholm, director of the 
Center for Infectious Diseases Research and Policy at the University of Minnesota.”). 
31 See Forgey, supra note 16 and accompanying text.  
32 Both Europe and the U.S. were, by November and into December, seeing days with well over 100,000 new 
infection cases and one to two thousand deaths, while in Asia there have been no COVID deaths in China since 
April 16 and few deaths in Taiwan or Vietnam since then. See, e.g., Tim Stelloh, U.S. Tops 14 Million Covid-19 
Cases, Sets Daily Record for Deaths, Cases and Hospitalizations, NBC NEWS (Dec. 2, 2020), 
https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/covid-surge-200-000-new-cases-100-000-hospitalizations-u-n1249800; 
Remy Tumin & Amelia Nierenberg, Coronavirus Briefing, N.Y. TIMES (Dec.4, 2020), https://messaging-custom-
newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?uri=nyt://newsletter/d122b278-2265-5a84-a839-
fafd5c3350c7&productCode=CB&te=1&nl=coronavirus-briefing&emc=edit_cb_20201211; Li Mi et al., Containing 
Sporadic COVID-19 Outbreaks the Chinese Way, XINHUANET (Nov. 26, 2020), 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2020-11/26/c_139545044.htm. 
33 See supra note 2.  
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worship, dine or shop wherever and whenever one wants, are not new—in fact, one of the 
leading cases on point is over 100 years old, and arose out of a smallpox epidemic.34 Part IV 
concludes with suggestions for how, collectively, we can best exercise clear vision and foresight 
to reduce the human and economic toll from the pandemic.  
I. COVID-19 RESURGAM:35 WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM PAST PANDEMICS AND EPIDEMICS  
 The World Health Organization (WHO) defines an epidemic as “[t]he occurrence in a 
community or region of cases of an illness, specific health-related behavior, or other health-
related events clearly in excess of normal expectancy.”36 In contrast, WHO defines a pandemic 
as “the worldwide spread of a new disease. An influenza pandemic occurs when a new influenza 
virus emerges and spreads around the world, and most people do not have immunity.”37 
                                                 
34 This article cannot address all aspects of the intersection of COVID-19 and law. For a discussion of how the 
Fourth Amendment might impact contact tracing, see Alan Z. Rozenshtein, Disease Surveillance and the Fourth 
Amendment, LAWFARE (Apr. 7, 2020), https://www.lawfareblog.com/disease-surveillance-and-fourth-amendment. 
With respect to the challenges of social distancing and protecting inmates and detainees in government custody from 
COVID-19, see 1 in 5 Prisoners in the US Has Had COVID-19, 1,700 Have Died, AP NEWS (Dec. 18, 2020), 
https://www.snopes.com/ap/2020/12/18/1-in-5-prisoners-in-the-us-has-had-covid-19-1700-have-died/;Maney v 
Brown, No. 6:20-cv-00570-SB, 2020 WL 7364977 (D. Ore. Dec. 15, 2020) ; Off. of Pub. Def. v. Connors, SCPW-
20-0000200 & 20-0000213, 2020 WL 3032863 (Haw. June 5, 2020). A recent decision applying the Religious 
Freedom Restoration Act to support an injunction against a church holding socially-distanced outdoor worship 
services in which congregants wear masks is Capitol Hill Baptist Church v. Bowser, No. 20-CV-02710 (TNM), 
2020 WL 5995126 (D. D.C. Oct. 9, 2020). Last, the many court decisions addressing restrictions in the context of 
election campaign matters warrant detailed treatment in a different article.  
35 “Resurgam,” a Latin term, means, “I shall rise again.” It is the motto of my city, Portland, Maine, which has had 
to rise from the ashes of a devastating naval bombardment (1775) and fire (1866). COVID-19 cases and deaths rose 
in many “reopened” states after Memorial Day weekend. Key Metrics by State, COVID TRACKING PROJECT, 
https://covidtracking.com/data/charts/all-metrics-per-state (last updated Aug. 28, 2020). With the onset of school 
openings, resumption of sports events, colder weather and laxer compliance with mask and gathering restrictions, 
COVID-19 cases have rapidly been rising again—for the second and third time—in the U.S. and Europe. See supra 
note 27 and accompanying text. See also Branswell, supra note 30. The necessary steps for governments and their 
people to rise above the pandemic are known; whether the political and judicial will to follow through remain to be 
seen.  
36 Definitions: Emergencies, WHO, https://www.who.int/hac/about/definitions/en/ (last visited Nov. 19, 2020).  
37 What is a Pandemic?, WHO (Feb. 24, 2010), 
https://www.who.int/csr/disease/swineflu/frequently_asked_questions/pandemic/en/.  
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 The 2019 Novel Coronavirus (“COVID-19”) is a respiratory illness caused by a 
coronavirus known as SARS-CoV-2.38 On January 31, 2020, the United States Department of 
Health and Human Services determined that COVID-19 constituted a nationwide public health 
emergency.39 On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization declared a global pandemic.40 
Two days later, President Donald Trump declared a National Emergency.41 COVID-19 can 
spread through respiratory droplets from an infected person, close personal contact, and from 
touching an object or surface containing the virus and then touching one’s face.42 The virus has 
an incubation period of up to fourteen days during which a person can be infected and spread the 
virus while asymptomatic.43  
As 2020 draws to a close and news of vaccine rollouts is trumpeted, experts warn that 
neither government leaders nor their constituents should let their guard down. For example, on 
December 9, 2020, Dr. Anthony Fauci told a medical audience that if 75%-80% of the 
population is vaccinated by September 2021, then by the end of 2021 we may approach some 
degree of “normality”—but even if there is that level of vaccination, which is not guaranteed, 
masking and distancing measures will still be required because “We should not say that vaccines 
                                                 
38 COVID-19 Employer Information for Warehousing, CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/community/organizations/warehousing-employers.html (last updated Aug. 25, 2020). 
39 Press Release, U.S. Dep’t of Health and Hum. Servs., Secretary Azar Declares Public Health Emergency for 
United States for 2019 Novel Coronavirus (Jan. 31, 2020), https://www.hhs.gov/about/news/2020/01/31/secretary-
azar-declares-public-health-emergency-us-2019-novel-coronavirus.html. 
40 Jamie Ducharme, World Health Organization Declares COVID-19 a ‘Pandemic.’ Here’s What That Means, TIME 
(Mar. 11, 2020), https://time.com/5791661/who-coronavirus-pandemic-declaration/. 
41 Proclamation No. 9994, 85 Fed. Reg. 15,337 (Mar. 13, 2020). 










are a substitution for public health measures; [they’re] a complement to public health 
measures.”44 
Unfortunately, there is no such universality in the U.S. A national poll conducted just 
before mid-July found that when asked how often they wore a mask outside of the home, three in 
ten Americans said they do so not frequently, 11% “sometimes,” 4% “rarely,” and 14% 
“never.”45 While mask use has increased since then, there is still substantial and often heated 
opposition both to the wearing of masks in public and to receiving any COVID vaccine,46 
sometimes pitting small-town neighbor versus neighbor even in December.47 
George Santayana’s famous comment is particularly apt when it comes to our 2020 
challenges. The COVID-19 virus is not the first pandemic to hit America, and will not be the 
last. More than 600 million people have died from pandemics and epidemics in recent centuries; 
COVID-19 alone killed more people in four months than the combined mortality of the previous 
ten years of epidemics.48 Looking at the historical record, we know that “[i]nfluenza pandemics 
have been reported for at least five hundred years, with inter-pandemic intervals averaging 
                                                 
44 Alvin Powell, Fauci Says Herd Immunity Possible by Fall, ‘Normality’ by End of 2021, HARV. GAZETTE (Dec. 
10, 2020), https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/12/anthony-fauci-offers-a-timeline-for-ending-covid-19-
pandemic/.  
45 Megan Brenan, Americans’ Face Mask Usage Varies Greatly by Demographics, GALLUP (July 13, 2020), 
https://news.gallup.com/poll/315590/americans-face-mask-usage-varies-greatly-demographics.aspx.  
46 Vanderbilt Poll: Fewer than 60% of TN Parents Wearing Masks in Public, Many Hesitant of COVID Vaccine, 
WBIR NEWS (Dec. 8, 2020), https://www.wbir.com/article/news/health/coronavirus/vanderbilt-poll-fewer-than-60-
of-tn-parents-wearing-masks-in-public-many-hesitant-of-covid-vaccine/51-9266ce5a-a948-4957-a6a6-
1bdbae6cbd02; Perry Bacon, Jr., Why A Big Bloc of Americans Is Wary of the COVID-19 Vaccine—Even As Experts 
Hope to See Widespread Immunization, FIVETHIRTYEIGHT (Dec. 11, 2020), 
https://fivethirtyeight.com/features/many-black-americans-republicans-women-arent-sure-about-taking-a-covid-19-
vaccine/. November 2020 polls showing only 60% of adults willing to be vaccinated means much lower than the 
75%-80% level that Dr. Fauci says is needed for herd or society-wide immunity.  
47 See Kathleen O’Brien, Despite Calls from Some Residents, Phippsburg Board Continues to Buck Mask 
Requirements, PRESS HERALD (Dec. 10, 2020), https://www.pressherald.com/2020/12/10/despite-calls-from-some-
residents-phippsburg-board-continues-to-buck-mask-requirements; Annie Gowen, ‘God be with Us’: Covid-19 
Becomes Personal in a South Dakota Town as Neighbors Die and the Town Debates a Mask Mandate, WASH. POST 
(Dec. 9, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/12/09/south-dakota-mitchell-covid-
masks/?arc404=true. 
48 List of Epidemics, WIKIPEDIA, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_epidemics (last updated Aug. 26, 2020). 
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approximately forty years.”49 Despite 21st century medical technology, in 2015 the CDC 
“estimate[d] that if a new pandemic virus strikes, then the U.S. death toll will most likely fall 
between 89,000 and 300,000 [with] a best case scenario of 75,000 deaths and a worst case 
scenario in which 422,000 Americans would die.”50 We are heading past the worst-case scenario 
unless better government policies are designed, in place and enforced.  
While many have compared COVID-19 to the World War I-era Spanish Flu pandemic, it 
was smallpox that resulted in some of the key, early twentieth century Supreme Court decisions 
that still bear on the future of the legal rights, remedies and restrictions facing us in a 2020 
COVID world. But there are important medical and policy lessons from the Spanish Flu 
pandemic as to the efficacy of state and local nonpharmaceutical interventions of school closure, 
cancellation of public gatherings, and isolation (shelter-in-place) or quarantine measures.51 First, 
as found by a detailed 2007 medical archival study: 
 
[There is] a strong association between early, sustained, and layered application of 
nonpharmaceutical interventions and mitigating the consequences of the 1918-1919 
influenza pandemic in the United States . . . .  
. . . . 
. . .  
cities that were able to organize and execute a suite of classic public health 
interventions before the pandemic swept fully through the city appeared to have an 
associated mitigated epidemic experience. Our study suggests that 
nonpharmaceutical interventions can play a critical role in mitigating the 
consequences of future severe influenza pandemics (category 4 and 5) and should 
be considered for inclusion in contemporary planning efforts as companion 
                                                 
49 Jesse T. Greene, Federal Enforcement of Mass Involuntary Quarantines: Toward a Specialized Standing Rules for 
the Use of Force, 6 HARV. NAT’L SEC. J. 58, 66 (2015) (quoting Jeffery K. Taubenberger & David M. Morens, 
Influenza: The Once and Future Pandemic, PUB. HEALTH REP. 16 (2010)). See generally WITT, supra note 29.  
50 Greene, supra note 36, at 66 (quoting JOHN BARRY, THE GREAT INFLUENZA: THE STORY OF THE DEADLIEST 
PANDEMIC IN HISTORY 313 (2005)). 
51 “The historical record of the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic in the United States constitutes one of the largest 
recorded experiences with the use of nonpharmaceutical interventions to mitigate an easily spread, high mortality 
and morbidity influenza virus strain. . . .” Howard Markel et al., Nonpharmaceutical Interventions Implemented by 
US Cities During the 1918-1919 Influenza Pandemic, 298 JAMA 644, 645 (2007). 
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measures to developing effective vaccines and medications for prophylaxis and 
treatment.52 
 
Second, America’s experience with the Spanish Flu should have taught us whether and 
when we to expect a second (or third, or even more) surge of COVID cases and deaths, thus 
informing law and policymakers as to when and how restrictions on travel and gatherings should 
be loosened: 
 
Epidemics of infectious diseases behave in different ways but the 1918 influenza 
pandemic that killed more than 50 million people is regarded as a key example of 
a pandemic that occurred in multiple waves, with the latter more severe than the 
first. It has been replicated—albeit more mildly—in subsequent flu pandemics.  
 
Other flu pandemics—including in 1957 and 1968—all had multiple waves. The 
2009 H1N1 influenza A pandemic started in April and was followed, in the US and 
temperate northern hemisphere, by a second wave in the autumn.53 
 
Sound familiar? Spring 2020 models and federal testimony predicted similar waves of the 
pandemic to occur in the summer and fall. For example, in May 2020 epidemiologists 
predicted three potential futures for Covid-19—“Recurring small outbreaks, a monster 
wave, or a persistent crisis”—and that “[t]here is virtually no chance COVID-19 will end 
when the world bids good riddance to a calamitous 2020. The reason is the same as why 
the disease has taken such a toll its first time through: No one had immunity to the new 
coronavirus.”54 
 
                                                 
52 Id. at 644, 654. 
53 Peter Beaumont, Will There be a Second Wave of Coronavirus?, THE GUARDIAN (Apr. 20, 2020), 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/apr/20/will-there-be-second-wave-of-coronavirus-. 
54 Sharon Begley, Three Potential Futures for COVID-19: Recurring Small Outbreaks, a Monster Wave, or a 
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Echoing those concerns about prematurely relaxing nonpharmaceutical interventions for 
COVID-19, on May 11, 2020, Dr. Anthony Fauci, America’s top governmental infectious 
disease expert, emailed to a N.Y. Times reporter,  
 
The major message that I wish to convey to the Senate HLP committee tomorrow 
is the danger of trying to open the country prematurely,” he wrote. “If we skip 
over the checkpoints in the guidelines to ‘Open America Again,’ then we risk the 
danger of multiple outbreaks throughout the country. This will not only result in 
needless suffering and death, but would actually set us back on our quest to return 
to normal.55 
 
On that same date, a second N.Y. Times reporter summarized that,  
 
The much-feared “second wave” of infection may not wait until fall, many 
scientists say, and instead may become a storm of wavelets breaking 
unpredictably across the country. 
. . . . 
“We’re not reopening based on science,” said Dr. Thomas R. Frieden, a former 
director of the C.D.C. in the Obama administration. “We’re reopening based on 
politics, ideology and public pressure. And I think it’s going to end badly.  
. . . . 
Most reopening criteria, including the White House’s relatively vague guidelines, 
say that at a minimum a state should have 14 days of declining cases before it 
even considers reopening. Almost no state reopening now has met that low 
standard.56 
 
                                                 
55 Sheryl Gay Stolberg, Fauci Plans to Use Hearing to Warn of “Needless Suffering and Death,” N.Y. TIMES, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/12/us/politics/coronavirus-fauci-senate-testimony.html (last updated June 30, 
2020). 
56 Donald G. McNeil, Jr., As States Rush to Reopen, Scientists Fear a Coronavirus Comeback, N.Y. TIMES, 
https://nyti.ms/2WPwBMB (last updated May 21, 2020). Indeed, “No city in China was allowed to reopen until it 
had reached 14 days of zero new cases—a standard that no American city is expected to meet.” Id. In China, by 
contrast to the U.S., “Major companies are asking workers to change their daily personal habits as well as their 
workplace conduct . . . . ‘The biggest challenge is the huge economic and social pressure we face pushing us to open 
up too early and relax the measures too early,’ said Mr. [Johann] Wieland, the [BMW] joint venture’s C.E.O. 
‘People want to get back to normal life and everybody has to learn and understand that we have to behave more 
mindfully.’” Alexandra Stevenson & Cao Li, China’s Coronavirus Back-to-Work Lessons: Masks and Vigilance, 
N.Y. TIMES (May 12, 2020), https://nyti.ms/3fz1Dka.  
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 Which brought us to summer, when the number of COVID-19 cases in the U.S. surged in 
multiple states, and another resurgence in October and November. In fact, while the nation was 
transfixed by the post-election vote counts and predictions, on November 6 it was reported that: 
 
Less than 24 hours after the U.S. broke its daily national case record, it added 
121,500 more cases—more than Japan, Egypt or Hungary have recorded during 
the entire pandemic. Twenty-eight states have added more cases in the last week 
than in any other period. 
 
It’s hard to imagine a more alarming moment since early April, when 2,000 
people were dying a day, and there are few signs that things will improve in the 
near future. The country has recorded well above 1,000 deaths every day since 
Election Day, and infection rates in hot spots are accelerating.57 
 
But as we entered December, there were days with more than 2,000 Americans dying, hospitals 
with no available ICU beds, and medical providers making public pleas to law and policymakers 
to take strong actions to make people distance, avoid gatherings and wear masks both outdoors 
and when indoors with others around.58 Nearly every state is experiencing a COVID-19 surge. 
As the World Health Organization’s chief of emergencies said: “The epidemic in the U.S. is 
                                                 
57 Jonathan Wolfe & Amelia Nierenberg, Coronavirus Briefing, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 6, 2020), https://messaging-
custom-newsletters.nytimes.com/template/oakv2?uri=nyt://newsletter/e040b023-de60-5e97-afc0-
4ba0bb565b25&productCode=CB&te=1&nl=coronavirus-briefing&emc=edit_cb_20201106.  
58 Lenny Bernstein, With Hospitals Slammed by COVID-19, Doctors and Nurses Plead for Action by Governors, 





fb7e2b69 (“In Connecticut, Tennessee, Missouri and Mississippi, physicians have issued unusually public pleas for 
stronger responses to the pandemic as hospitals and their staffs near a breaking point. The efforts have achieved little 
in the way of tangible relief so far, and in one case drew a rebuke from Mississippi Gov. Tate Reeves (R).”). 
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punishing. It’s widespread. It’s quite frankly shocking to see one to two persons a minute die in 
the US—a country with a wonderful, strong health system, amazing technological capacities.”59 
With the CDC Director Redfield’s December 2 prediction that “that December, January 
and February are going to be rough times . . . I actually believe they’re going to be the most 
difficult time in the public health history of this nation[;]”60 two fundamental questions urgently 
arise: First, what could the federal government do if it chose to implement nation-wide 
mandatory nonpharmaceutical measures? Second, if the federal government does not so act (as it 
has not to date),61 if a State’s Governor or a local mayor or board wants to impose gathering, or 
cross-border or within-state travel restrictions, or face mask requirements—what does legal 
precedent allow?  
II. WHAT COULD THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT MANDATE TO CONTAIN  
THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 
 
Congress, decades ago, delegated power to the Secretary of Health and Human Services 
to authorize the Surgeon General to make regulations “necessary to prevent the introduction, 
transmission, or spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the States or 
                                                 
59 Joanna Walters & Maanvi Singh, U.S. Coronavirus Cases Pass 15m Amid Stark Warnings over Hospital Care, 
THE GUARDIAN (Dec. 8, 2020), https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/08/us-coronavirus-cases-
hospitalizations-warnings. 
60 Steve Gorman & Daniel Trotta, CDC Chief Warns Americans Face ‘Rough’ Winter from COVID-19 Surge, 
REUTERS (Dec. 2, 2020), https://www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-usa-idUSKBN28C20R.  
61 “For the purpose of creating conflict and confusion, some in the Fake News Media are saying that it is the 
Governors[’] decision to open up the states, not that of the President of the United States [and] the Federal 
Government. Let it be fully understood that this is incorrect . . . .” Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump), TWITTER 
(Apr. 13, 2020, 9:53 AM), https://twitter.com/realDonaldTrump/status/1249712404260421633. However, since then 
the U.S. Administration has said that decisions as to whether and how to implement safety measures are being left 
up to each State to decide, so long as they are done within constitutional limits. Thus, no universality. See NBC 
NEWS, Pence Says Guidance On Masks Should be Left to States, Local Officials, YOUTUBE (June 26, 2020), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PQLXACJybnE. 
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possessions, or from one State or possession into any other State or possession.”62 Such 
regulations have been promulgated and used. One authorizes that if the CDC Director  
 
determines that the measures taken by health authorities of any State or 
possession (including political subdivisions thereof) are insufficient to prevent the 
spread of any of the communicable diseases from such State or possession to any 
other State or possession, he/she may take such measures to prevent such spread 
of the diseases as he/she deems reasonably necessary . . . .63 
 
A related federal regulation leans toward more possible intervention, not less: 
 
(a) The Director may conduct public health prevention measures at U.S. airports, 
seaports, railway stations, bus terminals, and other locations where individuals 
may gather to engage in interstate travel, through non-invasive procedures 
determined appropriate by the Director to detect the presence of communicable 
diseases. 
(b) As part of the public health prevention measures, the Director may require 
individuals to provide contact information such as U.S. and foreign addresses, 
telephone numbers, email addresses, and other contact information, as well as 
information concerning their intended destination, health status, known or 
possible exposure history, and travel history.64 
 
Violators of these federal public health regulations are subject to substantial penalties.65 
However, what has the CDC done to date with respect to COVID-19 and its powers 
described above? On April 15, July 16, and then on September 30 the CDC extended66 to 
October 31, 2020, a “No Sail”67 order banning all cruise ships from boarding new passengers 
                                                 
62 42 U.S.C. § 264(a) (2018). 
63 42 C.F.R. § 70.2 (2019). 
64 Id. § 70.10.   
65 Id. § 70.18. A person in violation can be subject to a fine up to $100,000 and/or one year in jail if the violation 
does not result in a death, or a fine up to $250,000 and/or one year in jail if the violation results in a death. Whereas 
an organizational violator can be subject to a fine up to $200,000 per event if the violation does not result in a death 
or $500,000 per event if the violation results in a death. Id.  
66 See No Sail Order and Suspension of Further Embarkation; Notice of Modification and Extension and Other 
Measures Related to Operations, 85 Fed. Reg. 21,004 (Apr. 15, 2020); CDC’s Role in Helping Cruise Ship Travelers 
During the COVID-19 Pandemic, CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/cruise-ship/what-
cdc-is-doing.html (last visited Sept. 30, 2020).  
67 Cruise Ship Guidance, CDC, https://www.cdc.gov/quarantine/cruise/index.html (last visited Sept. 30, 2020).  
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and placing restrictions on disembarking passengers—many of them Americans—in any 
American port. Why? To achieve the priorities of “[preservation of] human life; . . . [p]reventing 
further introduction, transmission, and spread of COVID-19 into and throughout the United 
States; [p]reserving public health and other critical resources of Federal, State and local 
governments; [and] [p]reserving hospital, healthcare, and emergency response resources within 
the United States . . .”68 However, the No Sail Order was not renewed, and expired as of 
November 1, 2020.69  
Although the CDC director has the legal authority to issue a similar “No Non-Essential 
Travel” order nationwide for “preservation of human life” that restricts interstate travel only to 
essential commercial and health needs, it has not done so. Nor has it issued an order mandating 
the wearing of a face covering when in an indoor or outdoor public setting. Although some have 
questioned whether national mandates would run afoul of the Tenth Amendment’s reservation of 
powers to the states and its related doctrine of “anti-commandeering”—which prohibits the 
federal government from commandeering state governments by imposing targeted, affirmative, 
coercive duties upon state legislators or executive officials—pandemic-related public health 
measures imposed by the CDC would bind state court judges pursuant to the Constitution’s 
Supremacy Clause.70 
                                                 
68 No Sail Order and Suspension of Further Embarkation; Third Modification and Extension of No Sail Order and 
Other Measures Related to Operations, 85 Fed. Reg. 62,732, 62733 (Oct. 5, 2020).  
69 Ironically, however, on November 23 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention did issue an “advisory” that 
people should avoid traveling on cruise ships, COVID-19 and Cruise Ship Travel, CDC, 
https://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/notices/covid-4/coronavirus-cruise-ship (last updated Dec. 2, 2020); by contrast, 
Australia extended its ban on cruise ships to March 31, 2021. Simone Smale & Alicia Nally, Ban on Cruise Ships 
Extended Until March 2021, As It Happened, ABC NEWS, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-12-08/coronavirus-
auastralia-live-news-covid-cruise-ships-travel/12958550 (last updated Dec. 8, 2020). 
70 U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2. See generally JAY B. SYKES, CONG. RSCH. SERV., LSB10133, THE SUPREME COURT 
BETS AGAINST COMMANDEERING: MURPHY V. NCAA, SPORTS GAMBLING, AND FEDERALISM (2018), 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10133; Testa v Katt, 330 U.S. 386, 391 (1947) (“[T]he 
Constitution and the laws passed pursuant to it are the supreme laws of the land, binding alike upon states, courts, 
and the people, ‘anything in the Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding.’” (quoting U.S. 
CONST. art. VI, cl. 2). 
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But what if a state governor decides to be more proactive than the federal government in 
protecting her citizens from exposure to people from other states with higher rates of COVID-19 
cases? On April 30, 2020, President Trump’s “West Wing Reads” was ironically entitled 
“Sealing Borders Saves Lives During Coronavirus Pandemic”—but the borders referred to were 
our national borders sealing off people from certain countries, including China, which in stark 
contrast to the U.S. now has virtually no new daily COVID-19 cases or deaths, and has long 
since reopened its economy.71 No state borders have been “sealed off” from the many COVID-
19 hotspots in neighboring states; to the contrary, many states have been pressed or sued to lift 
any nonpharmaceutical restrictions, raising the question: If a Governor or Mayor wishes to 
impose the type of measures proven to be effective in response to the Spanish Flu,72 what can 
she or he lawfully do?  
III. WHAT CAN STATE GOVERNORS MANDATE TO CONTAIN THE SPREAD OF COVID-19 
 As in 1918-1919, we have had plenty of evidence in 2020 that when one State loosens or 
eliminates its social distancing or travel restrictions prematurely, infection risks surge: “One 
week after Georgia allowed dine-in restaurants, hair salons and other businesses to reopen, an 
additional 62,440 visitors arrived there daily, most from surrounding states where such 
businesses remained shuttered, according to an analysis of smartphone location data.”73 A former 
                                                 
71 West Wing Reads Sealing Borders Saves Lives During Coronavirus Pandemic, THE GOLDFISH REP. BLOG 
(Apr. 30, 2020), https://thegoldfishreport.blogspot.com/2020/04/west-wing-reads-sealing-borders-saves.html; Keith 
Bradsher, With COVID-19 Under Control, China’s Economy Surges Ahead, N.Y. TIMES, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/10/18/business/china-economy-covid.html (last updated Oct. 26, 2020). 
72 See supra notes 51–53 and accompanying text. 
73 Katherine Shaver, Smartphone Data Shows Out-of-State Visitors Flocked to Georgia as Restaurants and Other 
Businesses Reopened, WASH. POST (May 7, 2020), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/smartphone-data-shows-out-of-state-visitors-flocked-
to-georgia-as-restaurants-and-other-businesses-reopened/2020/05/06/b1db0056-8faf-11ea-9e23-
6914ee410a5f_story.html. The same thing has now happened in Maine, which is one of the few states allowing hair 
salons to open in May 1, 2020—people from as far away as Connecticut were driving four hours or more to have 
their hair done. Gillian Graham, New Englanders Look to Maine for Haircuts, but Barbers and Stylists Try to Cut 
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CDC Director warned that if we leave the fifty states to do competing and uncoordinated 
experiments in reopening, that is “daring Mother Nature to kill you or someone you love . . . 
Mother Nature bats last, and she bats a thousand.”74 
 Abutting Maine, the province of New Brunswick implemented measures resulting in far 
fewer cases of and deaths from COVID-19.75 Indeed, in August 2020, Maine’s director of its 
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention explained the different results as being due in part to 
“much, much more stringent travel restrictions” around New Brunswick, adding, “It’s just very 
difficult to cross provincial lines. In some areas, even cities within have just put down what’s 
essentially a cordon around the city.”76 Suppose Maine’s Governor decided given the 
exponential rise in COVID-19 cases happening in November and heading into winter flu season, 
to follow New Brunswick’s example and deploy her police powers to impose stricter travel and 
gathering restrictions, both at Maine’s borders and within Maine—what would withstand court 
challenges? 
                                                 
Them Off, PORTLAND PRESS HERALD (May 3, 2020), https://www.pressherald.com/2020/05/13/new-englanders-
look-to-maine-for-haircuts-but-barbers-and-stylists-try-to-cut-them-off/#.  
74 McNeil, supra note 56 (quoting Dr. Thomas Frieden).  
75 Colin Woodard, Neighboring New Brunswick Has Kept the Coronavirus in Check. Here’s How, PRESS HERALD 
(May 9, 2020), https://www.pressherald.com/2020/05/09/how-new-brunswick-stopped-covid-19/. As of May 8, 
2020, “Maine had a total of 1,374 cases, 474 of them still active, and 63 deaths. New Brunswick had 120 cases, two 
of them active, and not a single death or nursing home outbreak. From April 19 to May 4, there were no active cases 
in the province of 747,000, where the median age—45.7—is even higher than Maine’s and the population is more 
concentrated in urban areas.” Id.  
76 Charles Eichacker, Neighbors Maine and New Brunswick have had Very Different COVID-19 Stories, BANGOR 
DAILY NEWS (Aug. 13, 2020), https://bangordailynews.com/2020/08/13/news/neighbors-maine-and-new-brunswick-
have-had-very-different-covid-19-stories/. This article, coming three months after McNeil’s article, supra note 56, 
demonstrates in comparison with May figures the statistical trends over the summer: “Maine has recorded 4,070 
confirmed cases of COVID-19, including 126 deaths, in its first five months of the pandemic. That has worked out 
to 31 cases per every 10,000 residents, which is the third lowest rate in the U.S. Maine also has the country’s eighth 
lowest rate of deaths . . . . New Brunswick has recorded just 178 cases and two deaths from COVID-19, both less 
than 5 percent of Maine’s equivalent measures. And while the Pine Tree State has seen 31 confirmed cases per 
10,000 residents, the rate in the Maritime province has been just two cases per 10,000.”  
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First, the President cannot overrule such state action, due to (a) limitations imposed by 
the Tenth Amendment discussed above77 as well as by (b) federal law. Congress has decreed that 
federal law relating to regulating communicable diseases does not supersede “any provision 
under State law (including regulations and including provisions established by political 
subdivisions of States), except to the extent that such a provision conflicts with an exercise of 
Federal authority under this section or section 266 [Special quarantine powers time of war] of 
this title.”78 No such exercise of Federal authority other than relating to cruise ships has been 
implemented, nor are we in time of war.  
Second, since 1886 the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled against any kind of implied 
preemption for quarantines. Rather, it said that unless the federal government adopts quarantine 
laws or regulations inconsistent with those of the states, “the laws of the state on the subject are 
[presumptively] valid.”79 Moreover, the Court held: 
 
[Q]uarantine laws belong to that class of state legislation which, whether passed 
with intent to regulate commerce or not, must be admitted to have that effect, and 
which are valid until displaced or contravened by some legislation of congress. 
The matter is one in which the rules that should govern it may, in many respects, 
be different in different localities, and for that reason be better understood and 
more wisely established by the local authorities.80 
                                                 
77 U.S. Const. amend. X (“The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to 
the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.”). See also supra note 71 and accompanying text.   
78 42 U.S.C. § 264(e) (2002). Section 264(a) begins: “The Surgeon General, with the approval of the Secretary, is 
authorized to make and enforce such regulations as in his judgment are necessary to prevent the introduction, 
transmission, or spread of communicable diseases from foreign countries into the States or possessions, or from one 
State or possession into any other State or possession . . .” Thus, should the Surgeon General promulgate regulations 
mandating the wearing of facemasks, for example, then a State must comply. 
79 Morgan’s Louisiana & T. R. & S. S. Co. v. Bd. of Health of State of Louisiana, 118 U.S. 455, 464 (1886). 
80 Id. at 465. See also JAY B. SYKES, CONG. RSCH. SERV., LSB10469, FEDERAL AUTHORITY TO LIFT OR MODIFY 
STATE AND LOCAL COVID-19 “STAY-AT-HOME” ORDERS: FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 2 (2020), 
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/LSB/LSB10469 (“There does not appear to be a ‘systematic’ and 
‘unbroken’ historical practice of executive action countermanding state and local police-power regulations without 
congressional authorization.”). 
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This is because after the U.S. Constitution was ratified, States entering the union did not 
surrender their police powers “to make and enforce all laws necessary to preserve public health, 
safety, and general welfare . . . The Constitution only limits police powers when states exercise 
them in a manner that is unreasonable, arbitrary, or oppressive to rights and liberties protected by 
the Constitution itself.”81 
 The primary constitutional rights or liberties discussed in a growing number of lawsuits 
filed during the pandemic are: (a) the right to interstate travel and to be free of quarantining, (b) 
the right to exercise one’s religion through in-person mass gatherings, (c) the right of businesses 
to be fully open for customers and clients, and (d) the right of people not to have to wear a face 
covering. For all four, a Governor and her State can—with smartly drafted laws, regulations or 
executive orders—protect the health, safety and general welfare of her residents from 
unnecessary and potentially fatal risks posed by symptomatic or asymptomatic carriers of the 
COVID-19 virus, be those local residents or visitors from another state. 
A. Quarantines, Lockdowns and the Right to Travel  
Over 100 years ago, during the smallpox era, the U.S. Supreme Court issued two 
decisions about the “right” to interstate travel (which does not appear in the Constitution) and 
interstate commerce that are quite relevant today. First, in 1902, Compagnie Francaise de 
Navigation a Vapeur v. Board of Health of State of Louisiana, the Court stated: 
 
That from an early day the power of the states to enact and enforce quarantine 
laws for the safety and the protection of the health of their inhabitants has been 
                                                 
81 Douglas Ligor, State Police Powers: A Less Than Optimal Remedy for the COVID-19 Disease, RAND: THE RAND 
BLOG (May 1, 2020), https://www.rand.org/blog/2020/05/state-police-powers-a-less-than-optimal-remedy-
for.html?fbclid=IwAR0FyNNfXiV3NHYA8amVFNGHU4RPVgn9kiUepdKVuc7_xIdrVxuD0EaCcT8.  
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recognized by Congress, is beyond question . . . . until Congress has exercised its 
power on the subject, such state quarantine laws and state laws for the purpose of 
preventing, eradicating, or controlling the spread of contagious or infectious 
diseases, are not repugnant to the Constitution of the United States, although their 
operation affects interstate or foreign commerce . . .82 
 
In other words, until Congress—not the President, who cannot enact law by himself—says 
otherwise, states may act to protect their own citizens from pandemic harms.83 
Likewise, three years later the Court issued a ruling that, while not directly involving 
interstate travel or commerce, set forth detailed principles as to the police powers of a state or 
local government to protect the public health and safety of its citizens. Few 21st century people 
had heard of the 1905 decision involving a smallpox vaccination order until the COVID 
pandemic 115 years later. However, now almost every federal court decision involving travel, 
gathering or social distancing restrictions discusses Jacobson v. Massachusetts84—including the 
U.S. Supreme Court itself85—and a few scholars have undertaken retrospective analyses of its 
holding.86 
In Jacobson, Justice Harlan wrote that a mandatory vaccination law was lawfully 
grounded upon:  
 
                                                 
82 Compagnie Francaise de Navigation a Vapeur v. Bd. of Health of State of Louisiana, 186 U.S. 380, 387 (1902). 
83 A related issue is whether municipalities or other local authorities can prohibit visitors due to concerns of 
COVID-19 spread, even if their State has not done so. From Maine to North Carolina to Washington State, a few 
towns tried to do so in March 2020, but generally rescinded their prohibitions in the face of litigation or a 
Governor’s intervention. See, e.g., Kathryn Miles, A Tiny Island Tries to Shut Out the Virus, POLITICO (Mar. 28, 
2020), https://www.politico.com/news/magazine/2020/03/28/a-tiny-island-tries-to-shut-out-the-virus-152382. 
84 Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 27, 29 (1905). 
85 S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom, 140 S. Ct. 1613 (2020). The 5-4 decision, while dealing with facts 
arising out of a church’s challenge to gathering restrictions, is discussed in detail infra pp. 197–98; the decisive vote 
came from Chief Justice Roberts, whose concurrence relied upon Jacobson.   
86 See, e.g., Wendy E. Parmet, Rediscovering Jacobson in the Era of COVID-19, 100 B.U.L. REV. ONLINE 117, 122–
26 (2020), http://www.bu.edu/bulawreview/files/2020/07/PARMET.pdf; Daniel A. Farber, The Long Shadow of 
Jacobson v. Massachusetts: Epidemics, Fundamental Rights, and the Courts, SSRN (June 29, 2020), 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3635740.  
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What is commonly called the police power,—a power which the state did not 
surrender when becoming a member of the Union under the Constitution. . . . 
According to settled principles, the police power of a state must be held to embrace, 
at least, such reasonable regulations established directly by legislative enactment 
as will protect the public health and the public safety.87  
 
The Court then looked at how to assess an individual’s liberty claims during a public health 
emergency balanced against the needs of the larger community: 
 
But the liberty secured by the Constitution of the United States to every person 
within its jurisdiction does not import an absolute right in each person to be, at all 
times and in all circumstances, wholly freed from restraint. There are manifold 
restraints to which every person is necessarily subject for the common good. On 
any other basis organized society could not exist with safety to its members. . . . 
This court has more than once recognized it as a fundamental principle that 
“persons and property are subjected to all kinds of restraints and burdens in order 
to secure the general comfort, health, and prosperity of the state; of the perfect right 
of the legislature to do which no question ever was, or upon acknowledged general 
principles ever can be, made, so far as natural persons are concerned.” Hannibal & 
St. J. R. Co. v. Husen, 95 U. S. 465, 471 . . . .  
 
. . . Upon the principle of self-defense, of paramount necessity, a community has 
the right to protect itself against an epidemic of disease which threatens the safety 
of its members. . . . every well-ordered society charged with the duty of conserving 
the safety of its members the rights of the individual in respect of his liberty may at 
times, under the pressure of great dangers, be subjected to such restraint, to be 
enforced by reasonable regulations, as the safety of the general public may 
demand.88 
 
With great anticipation of current conflicts over whether people must wear face masks 
when going into businesses and public spaces—as well as the power of municipalities to be 
stricter than their state with respect to restrictions—Jacobson went on to hold: 
 
It is equally true that the state may invest local bodies called into existence for 
purposes of local administration with authority in some appropriate way to 
safeguard the public health and the public safety. The mode or manner in which 
                                                 
87 Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 25.  
88 Id. at 26–27, 29. 
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those results are to be accomplished is within the discretion of the state, subject, of 
course, so far as Federal power is concerned, only to the condition that no rule 
prescribed by a state, nor any regulation adopted by a local governmental agency 
acting under the sanction of state legislation, shall contravene the Constitution of 
the United States, nor infringe any right granted or secured by that instrument. A 
local enactment or regulation, even if based on the acknowledged police powers of 
a state, must always yield in case of conflict with the exercise by the general 
government of any power it possesses under the Constitution, or with any right 
which that instrument gives or secures.89  
 
More recently, in 1965, Chief Justice Earl Warren wrote for the Supreme Court in Zemel 
v. Rusk that while “[t]he right to travel within the United States is of course also constitutionally 
protected . . . . that freedom does not mean that areas ravaged by flood, fire or pestilence cannot 
be quarantined when it can be demonstrated that unlimited travel to the area would directly and 
materially interfere with the safety and welfare of the area or the Nation as a whole.”90 So long 
as any infringements on the right to travel are not overly broad and are necessary to serve a 
compelling state interest—such as combatting the coronavirus pandemic—they then should 
withstand court challenges to COVID-19 restrictions on travel.91  
Interestingly, a few federal courts have also been relying upon caselaw developed in 
response to a more recent public health crisis than smallpox—that of Ebola. In the recent case of 
Hickox v. Christie,92 a nurse who had volunteered her services in Africa to help treat infected 
victims there flew back to New Jersey. State health officials ordered her into quarantine. In the 
resulting litigation, the Court held: 
                                                 
89 Id. at 25. This interplay between local and state authority to enforce mask and gathering restrictions is currently 
the subject of a bitter dispute between Georgia’s Governor and Atlanta’s Mayor, ending up with the Governor suing 
the Mayor and her City Council on July 16, 2020. See Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, Kemp v. 
Bottoms, No. 2020CV338387, 2020 WL 4036827 (Ga. Super. July 16, 2020) (Trial Pending). 
90 Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 15–16 (1965).  
91 See, e.g., Roberts v. Neace, 457 F. Supp. 3d 595, 603 n.5 (E.D. Ky. 2020). However, because the Kentucky 
Governor allowed many secular exceptions to the mass gathering ban, on May 9, a Sixth Circuit panel enjoined 
enforcement of the ban on in-person services the next day for Plaintiffs. Roberts v. Neace, 958 F.3d 409 (6th Cir. 
2020). 
92 Hickox v. Christie, 205 F. Supp. 3d 579 (D.N.J. 2016). 
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Since as long ago as 1799, however, federal legislation has mandated federal 
noninterference and cooperation with the states’ execution of their quarantine 
laws. See Morgan’s La. & T.R. & S.S. v. Bd. of Health of State of La., 118 U.S. 
455, 464–65, 6 S. Ct. 1114, 30 L. Ed. 237 (1886) ( . . . upholding state quarantine 
law designed to protect State against introduction of disease by seagoing and 
Mississippi River vessels). In the modern era, the CDC has most commonly 
played a supportive role, with the States taking the lead in quarantine matters.  
 
. . . 
 
More than a century ago, the United States Supreme Court upheld such exercises 
of the states’ general police powers to protect public health through quarantines 
and other measures. See Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 
11, 25 . . .  
 
. . .  
 
In U.S. ex rel. Siegel v. Shinnick, 219 F. Supp. 789 (E.D.N.Y. 1963), the court 
permitted the quarantine of a woman who had arrived in the U.S. from Stockholm 
(deemed “a smallpox infected area”) without presenting a certificate of 
vaccination. Id. at 790–91. The court upheld an administrative order that she be 
quarantined for 14 days, the length of the smallpox incubation period. Id. . . . A 
better-safe-than-sorry determination was therefore entitled to deference, absent a 
“reliable showing of error,” id. at 791.93 
 
A second Ebola case also is instructive. In Liberian Community Association of 
Connecticut v. Malloy,94 the District Court relied upon the Shinnick decision’s discussion that a 
judge should defer to the judgment of public health officers more than that of lawyers. Moreover, 
the court said that the health officers’  
conclusion . . . cannot be challenged on the ground that they had no evidence of 
the exposure of [the woman] to the disease; they, simply, were not free and 
certainly not bound to ignore the facts that opportunity for exposure existed . . . 
[and] that no one on earth could know for fourteen days [the incubation period] 
whether or not there had been exposure.95 
 
                                                 
93 Id. at 590–92.  
94 Liberian Cmty. Assoc. of Connecticut v. Malloy, No. 3:16-cv-00201(AVC), 2017 WL 4897048 (D. Conn. Mar. 
30, 2017). 
95 Id. at *10 (citing U.S. ex rel. Siegel v. Shinnick, 219 F. Supp. 789, 791 (E.D.N.Y. 1963)). 
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Unlike COVID-19, where asymptomatic but infected people can spread the virus, the 
dreaded Ebola virus could not be spread by asymptomatic individuals. Even so, the Malloy Court 
held State-ordered quarantining of someone during her incubation period was not arbitrary:  
[I]t is substantially related to preventing any potential transmission of a highly 
infectious illness. For instance, an asymptomatic individual could potentially 
become symptomatic during the incubation period and then transmit the illness to 
others prior to being isolated. 
Dr. Mullen’s quarantine orders also conform to dicta in Jacobson, in which the 
Supreme Court stated that an individual “although apparently free from disease 
himself, may yet, in some circumstances, be held in quarantine against his will . . . 
until it be ascertained by inspection . . . that the danger of the spread of the disease 
among the community at large has disappeared.”96  
 
On appeal, the Second Circuit on August 14, 2020 affirmed the lower court’s decision, relying in 
part upon Jacobson, and noted that in some instances other courts like Shinnick had adopted 
approaches more deferential than the least restrictive means test advocated by the Plaintiffs.97 
At the federal trial court level in 2020, judges from Maine to Hawaii rejected interstate 
travel challenges to the fourteen-day COVID-19 quarantine orders imposed by the Governor 
upon out-of-state visitors. For example, in late May, a Maine federal judge (a recent Trump 
appointee) refused to enjoin the Governor’s orders for two primary reasons: (1) there were no 
clear, more workable and less restrictive means for the state to curb COVID-19 cases, and (2) the 
summer-time “threat posed by a modern-day traveling public inclined to migrate to Maine in 
numbers as high as 20 million over the course of a couple of months, the dearth of treatment 
                                                 
96 Id. at *11 (citing Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 29 (1905)).  
97 Liberian Cmty. Assoc. of Connecticut v Lamont, 970 F.3d 174 (2d Cir. 2020). 
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modalities in relation to such a swollen population, and the impracticality of stemming the tide 
through the individualized assessment of persons having already arrived . . .”98 
Over five-thousand miles away, a Hawaii federal judge ruled in early July against a 
California couple who did not want to undergo a fourteen-day quarantine when coming to their 
condominium in Hawaii. The court first ruled that the quarantine was not a travel ban and thus 
did not violate a right to interstate travel; and second, that even assuming such a right was 
burdened, the Hawaii court cited to—and agreed with—the Maine court that there were no less 
restrictive means for the Governor to attempt to protect the public from a rise in COVID-19 
cases.99 
 There are limited circumstances, however, where courts have struck down quarantine 
orders—such as when they are based on racial or ethnic discrimination, as in Jew Ho v. 
Williamson.100 In Jew Ho, the court found the City of San Francisco’s sealing off an entire 
section of the city, ostensibly to prevent the spread of the bubonic plague with the actual intent to 
target people of Chinese origin, was “unreasonable, unjust, and oppressive.” 101 
 Akin to cross-border travel between states by people for personal reasons, a second issue 
arises as to whether shelter-in-place or similar restrictions unlawfully interfere with interstate 
commerce, through what has become known as the “dormant commerce clause.” Back in 1824, 
Supreme Court Chief Justice Marshall in Gibbons v. Ogden wrote for the Court that Congress 
had the authority to regulate and license commercial maritime activity under the Commerce 
                                                 
98 Bayley’s Campground v. Mills, 463 F. Supp. 3d 22, 36 (D. Me. 2020). A Motion for Reconsideration was denied 
the following week, at No. 2:20-cv-00176-LEW, 2020 WL 3037252 (D. Maine June 5, 2020), in which the Court 
said it had indeed correctly applied a strict scrutiny standard. 
99 Carmichael v. Ige, No. 20-00273 JAO-WRP, 2020 WL 3630738 (D. Haw. July 2, 2020).  
100 Jew Ho v. Williamson, 103 F. 10 (C.C.N.D. Cal. 1900). 
101 Id. at 26. 
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Clause.102 However, the Court did not adopt an overly expansive reading of the Clause, and 
instead determined that Congress cannot regulate matters wholly confined within a state, like 
inspection, quarantine and health laws.103  
Although Congress has not exercised its constitutional authority during the current 
pandemic to legislate concerning the flow of interstate commerce,104 even when “dormant” the 
Clause could be used in attempt to strike down, as unconstitutional, a state action that unduly 
discriminates against out-of-state commerce or unduly burdens interstate commerce: 
 
[The undue burden test requires] a balancing of the competing interests. On the 
one hand, the shelter-in-place rules plainly have a tremendous debilitating impact 
on much interstate commerce. But on the other hand, the underlying justification 
here—using the police powers of individual states to address a public health 
emergency of the first order by employing measures reasonably designed to save 
a large number of lives—is a powerful one. At least so long as present 
circumstances persist, with lives at stake through the flatten-the-curve imperative, 
it is difficult to imagine a court tipping the balance in favor of striking down such 
measures.105 
 
To date, no court has used the dormant commerce clause to strike down a State’s 
response to the spread of the COVID-19 virus.106 However, both interstate commerce and travel 
                                                 
102 Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.) 1 (1824). 
103 Id. at 2, 29, 78.  
104 As, in theory, it could pursuant to the Interstate Commerce Clause in Article I, Section 8, Clause 3 of the U.S. 
Constitution. U.S. CONST. art I, § 8, cl. 3. 
105 Robert Chesney, Can the Federal Government Override State Government Rules on Social Distancing to 
Promote the Economy, LAWFARE (Mar. 24, 2020), https://www.lawfareblog.com/can-federal-government-override-
state-government-rules-social-distancing-promote-economy. See also Stephen E. Smith, The Dormant Commerce 
Clause and COVID-19 State-Ordered Business Closures, NW. UNIV. L. REV.: NULR OF NOTE (May 27, 2020), 
https://blog.northwesternlaw.review/?p=1438; SYKES, supra note 68, at 4–5.  
106 See, e.g., Savage v. Mills, No. 1:20-cv-00165-LEW, 2020 WL 4572314, at *5–6 (D. Me. Aug. 7, 2020) (rejecting 
a claim that a fourteen-day quarantine infringed on interstate commerce). Additionally, another hurdle for a plaintiff 
raising a dormant commerce claim comes from Maine v Taylor, 477 U.S. 131 (1986), in which the Court held that 
discriminatory laws may be upheld if they serve “legitimate local purposes that could not adequately be served by 
available nondiscriminatory alternatives.” Id. at 151. Accord, Oregon Restaurant and Lodging Association v. Brown, 
No. 3:20-cv-02017-YY, 2020 WL 6905319 (D. Or. Nov. 24, 2020); Michigan Restaurant & Lodging Association v. 
Gordon, No. 1:20-cv-1104, 2020 WL 6866649 (W.D. Mich. Nov. 20, 2020); Antietam Battlefield KOA v. Hogan, 
No. CCB-20-1130, 2020 WL 6777590 (D. Md. Nov. 18, 2020).  
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case law have been cited in another area of litigation that exploded during the summer and fall 
months—brought first by churches and then businesses seeking to fully reopen faster than 
Governor Executive Orders have allowed—that also bring up additional constitutional claims. 
B. The Right to Gather: Challenges by Religious and Business Groups  
1. Religious Worship Restrictions and the Free Exercise Clause 
 The First Amendment of the U.S. Constitution states: “Congress shall make no law 
respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the government for a redress of grievances.”107 In response to state actions restricting in-
person religious services aimed at reducing the spread of COVID-19, a number of churches 
quickly sued, claiming unlawful infringement of the First Amendment. Those lawsuits generally 
were unsuccessful during the spring, summer and most of the fall, except for those arising out of 
Kentucky,108 and one out of New York.109 However, after the September passing of Supreme 
Court Justice Ginsburg and the November confirmation of her successor Justice Barrett, the legal 
tables began to turn.  
                                                 
107 U.S. CONST. art I. 
108 Several federal courts in Kentucky enjoined a ban on drive-in church services, and two others enjoined a mass 
gathering ban that had not limited the number of people who could attend service at a time. See, e.g., Maryville 
Baptist Church, Inc. v. Beshear, 957 F.3d 610, 615 (6th Cir. 2020) (“Assuming all of the same precautions are taken, 
why is it safe to wait in a car for a liquor store to open but dangerous to wait in a car to hear morning prayers? Why 
can someone safely walk down a grocery store aisle but not a pew? And why can someone safely interact with a 
brave deliverywoman but not with a stoic minister? The Commonwealth has no good answers. While the law may 
take periodic naps during a pandemic, we will not let it sleep through one.”); Tabernacle Baptist Church, Inc. v. 
Beshear, 459 F. Supp. 3d 847 (E.D. Ky. 2020). 
109 In Geller v. de Blasio, No. 20-cv-3566 (DLC), 2020 WL 2520711 (S.D.N.Y. May 18, 2020) the Court rejected a 
First Amendment claim of a protest organizer challenging New York City’s ban on non-essential gatherings, relying 
upon Jacobson. But after large gatherings were held to protest the killing of George Floyd on May 25, 2020, in 
Minneapolis, another court in Soos v. Cuomo, No. 1:20-cv-651, 2020 WL 3488742 (N.D.N.Y. June 26, 2020), was 
concerned that the New York Governor and New York City Mayor had each made statements condoning large 
protests while not requiring enforcement of gathering restrictions still in effect for in-person religious services. Thus, 
the Court held that the Defendants had not taken sufficiently tailored measures to control the spread of COVID-19 
while not unduly interfering with Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights, and therefore issued an injunction with respect to 
certain indoor and outdoor gathering limitations—but refused to enjoin social distancing rules. Id. at *12–13. 
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 Relying upon Jacobson v. Massachusetts and other well-established Supreme Court 
decisions, federal judges have generally concluded that the Constitution does not guarantee “an 
absolute right in each person to be, at all times and in all circumstances, wholly freed from 
restraint.” Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 26. Furthermore, “[t]he right to practice religion freely does not 
include liberty to expose the community . . . to communicable disease . . .” Prince v. 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 321 U.S. 158, 166–67 (1944). Recognizing that the need to 
protect the public may carefully trump individual rights during a crisis, the Supreme Court has 
held that states and municipalities have greater leeway to burden constitutionally protected rights 
during public health emergencies: 
 
[I]n every well-ordered society charged with the duty of conserving the safety of 
its members the rights of the individual in respect of his liberty may at times, under 
the pressure of great dangers, be subjected to such restraint, to be enforced by 
reasonable regulations, as the safety of the general public may demand.110  
 
In other words, during an emergency, traditional constitutional scrutiny may not apply. 
Instead, any measures that limit or suspend constitutional rights (1) must have a “real or 
substantial relation”111 to the crisis, and (2) must not represent “plain, palpable”112 invasions of 
clearly protected rights.113 
                                                 
110 Jacobson v. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 29 (1905). 
111 Id. at 31. 
112 Id. 
113 See, e.g., Gish v. Newsom, No. EDCV 20-755 JGB (KKx), 2020 WL 1979970, at *4–5, (C.D. Cal. April 23, 
2020). Accord Cassell v. Snyders, 458 F. Supp. 3d 981 (N.D. Ill. May 3, 2020); Legacy Church, Inc. v. Kunkel, 455 
F. Supp. 3d 1100, 1159–60 (D.N.M. Apr. 17, 2020), and No. CIV 20-0327 JB\SCY, 2020 WL 3963764 (D.N.M. 
July 13, 2020); Hickox v. Christie, 205 F. Supp. 3d 579 (D.N.J. 2016); United States ex rel. Siegel v. Shinnick, 219 
F. Supp. 789 (E.D.N.Y. 1963). However, as discussed in more detail infra at pp. 198–201, in the late fall some 
judges debated whether and how Jacobson should be applied during the current, ongoing COVID-19 pandemic.  
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Again, federal decisions have been issued across the country, from Maine to Louisiana to 
the West Coast. On May 9, 2020, a Maine federal judge ruled: 
The orders are in place to protect Maine residents from the spread of a virus that 
can cause serious illness and death. Given what we know about how COVID-19 
spreads, the nature of the orders—in permitting drive-in services, online services, 
and small gatherings, while restricting large assemblies of people—demonstrates 
a substantial relation to the interest of protecting public health. For these reasons, 
I conclude that the Plaintiff is unlikely to succeed on its claim that the Gathering 
Orders violate the Free Exercise Clause.114 
 
This was followed by a Louisiana court’s ruling in Spell v. Edwards that the Governor’s 
shutdown order (limiting indoor church gatherings, among other gatherings, to at most ten 
people) did not violate the Free Exercise Clause: 
The Court finds that there is a substantial relationship between the occupancy 
limitations in the Governor’s orders and the current severe public health crisis. Such 
restrictions are directly intended to limit the contact-based spread of COVID-19. 
Additionally, like the law at issue in Jacobson [v. Massachusetts], Proclamation 
No. 52 JBE 2020 is not a complete ban on Plaintiffs’ rights as alleged by Plaintiffs. 
Under the terms of the order, Plaintiffs have been free to hold outdoor services with 
as many congregants as they would like and nothing in the orders proscribes, 
inhibits or regulates the content of their religious speech. Plaintiffs have always 
been free to fully exercise their rights to assembly, although for smaller numbers of 
congregants.115 
 
Then, on Friday May 22, 2020, heading into Memorial Day Weekend’s “grand 
reopening” in many states, a divided panel of the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals rejected an 
emergency injunctive challenge to the stay-at-home orders as to in-person religious services of 
California and the County of San Diego.116 A brief majority opinion concluded: 
                                                 
114 Calvary Chapel of Bangor v. Mills, 459 F. Supp. 3d 273, 284 (D. Me. 2020). The Church’s appeal was dismissed 
for lack of appellate jurisdiction, No. 20-1507, 2020 WL 7585178 (1st. Cir. Dec.22, 2020). 
115 Spell v. Edwards, 460 F. Supp. 3d 671, 676 (M.D. La. May 15, 2020). The Court also said that the Plaintiffs’ 
Establishment Clause claim also was unlikely to succeed. Id. The appeal was dismissed as moot. Spell v. Edwards, 
962 F.3d 175 (5th Cir. 2020).  
116 S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom, 959 F.3d 938 (9th Cir. 2020). 
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We conclude that appellants have not demonstrated a sufficient likelihood of 
success on appeal. Where state action does not “infringe upon or restrict practices 
because of their religious motivation” and does not “in a selective manner impose 
 
 
burdens only on conduct motivated by religious belief,” it does not violate the First 
Amendment. See Church of the Lukumi Babalu Aye, Inc. v. City of Hialeah, 508 
U.S. 520, 533, 543 (1993). We’re dealing here with a highly contagious and often 
fatal disease for which there presently is no known cure. In the words of Justice 
Robert Jackson, if a “[c]ourt does not temper its doctrinaire logic with a little 
practical wisdom, it will convert the constitutional Bill of Rights into a suicide 
pact.” Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 37 (1949) (Jackson, J., 
dissenting).117 
 
The dissenting opinion, running eight pages, had a narrower view of Jacobson and Lukumi, and 
concluded:  
I do not doubt the importance of the public health objectives that the State puts 
forth, but the State can accomplish those objectives without resorting to its current 
inflexible and overbroad ban on religious services. The balance of equities, and 
the public interest, strongly favor requiring the State to honor its constitutional 
duty to accommodate a critical element of the free exercise of religion—public 
worship.118 
 
 But when the Plaintiffs then sought an emergency injunction from the U.S. Supreme 
Court an interesting event happened—late on Friday night, May 29, the Court denied the 
injunction by a 5-4 vote, with a strong concurring opinion penned by Chief Justice Roberts:  
Our Constitution principally entrusts “[t]he safety and the health of the people” to 
the politically accountable officials of the States “to guard and protect.” Jacobson 
v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 38 (1905). When those officials “undertake[ ] to act 
in areas fraught with medical and scientific uncertainties,” their latitude “must be 
especially broad.” Marshall v. United States, 414 U.S. 417, 427 (1974). Where 
those broad limits are not exceeded, they should not be subject to second-guessing 
                                                 
117 Id. at 939.  
118 Id. at 947 (Collins, J., dissenting).  
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by an “unelected federal judiciary,” which lacks the background, competence, and 
expertise to assess public health and is not accountable to the people. See Garcia v. 
San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority, 469 U.S. 528 (1985).119 
 
Of the four Justices who would have granted the application, Justice Kavanaugh wrote a 
dissenting opinion that was joined by Justices Gorsuch and Thomas. They did not address 
Jacobson, but instead argued that California was inconsistent with its measures:  
What California needs is a compelling justification for distinguishing between (i) 
religious worship services and (ii) the litany of other secular businesses that are 
not subject to an occupancy cap.  
California has not shown such a justification. The Church has agreed to abide by 
the State’s rules that apply to comparable secular businesses . . . .  
. . . 
The Church would suffer irreparable harm from not being able to hold services on 
Pentecost Sunday in a way that comparable secular businesses and persons can 
conduct their activities.120 
 
 After the South Bay decision, courts began to rely upon it as well as Jacobson in rejecting 
other cases brought by religious groups. On June 16, the Seventh Circuit rejected a challenge to 
an Illinois Executive Order that had set maximum gathering limits. Judge Easterbrook wrote: 
Perhaps a state could differentiate between the maximum gathering permitted in a 
small church and a cathedral with seats for 3,000, but we do not evaluate orders 
issued in response to public-health emergencies by the standard that might be 
appropriate for years-long notice-and-comment rulemaking. See Jacobson v. 
                                                 
119 S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom, 140 S. Ct. 1613, 1613–14 (2020).  
120 Id. at 1615. Interestingly, the Church renewed its challenge to the Governor’s restrictions later in the summer, 
arguing in part the changed circumstances of reduced COVID-19 risks and cases. The Court again rejected the 
claims, siding with Chief Justice Roberts’ views and also noting that the pandemic had not ended. S. Bay United 
Pentecostal Church v. Newsom, Case No. 20-cv-00865-BAS-AHG, 2020 WL 6081733 (S.D. Calif. Oct. 15, 2020). 
The Court also relied upon a recent 2-1 9th Circuit decision rejecting a different church’s lawsuit against restrictions 
on in-person worship services. Harvest Rock Church, Inc. v. Newsom, 977 F.3d 728 (9th Cir. 2020). However, 
following changes in membership on the Supreme Court and its ruling in Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn v. 
Cuomo, No. 20A87, 141 S. Ct. 63 (Nov. 25, 2020), the 9th Circuit in December vacated the District Court order and 
remanded for further consideration of the matter. S. Bay United Pentecostal Church v. Newsom, 981 F.3d 765 (9th 
Cir. 2020) (mem.).  
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Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 25 S. Ct. 358, 49 L. Ed. 643 (1905), which sustains a 
public-health order against a constitutional challenge. Perhaps with more time—
and more data from contact tracing—Illinois could figure out just how dangerous 
religious services are compared with warehouses and similar activities, but no one 
contends that such data were available when Executive Order 2020-32 was 
promulgated (or, for that matter, now).121 
 
On the same day, a Colorado federal court heavily relied upon Chief Justice Roberts’ 
concurrence to reject an argument that Colorado’s treatment of outdoor secular protests of racial 
injustice was unconstitutionally inconsistent with its handling of indoor, in-person church 
services.122  
 Four weeks later, a New Mexico federal judge issued a lengthy opinion rejecting free 
exercise and freedom of association or assembly claims. In Legacy Church, Inc. v. Kunkel123 the 
court began its analysis with the observation that, when the State faces a major public health 
threat, as New Mexico now does, its Tenth Amendment police and public health powers are 
heightened.  
“The right to practice religion freely does not include liberty to expose the 
community . . . to communicable disease or the latter to ill health or death.” 
Prince v. Massachusetts, 321 U.S. at 166–67. Nonetheless, no matter how grave 
the emergency, individual constitutional freedoms—such as the free exercise of 
religion, one of the United States’ most treasured and closely guarded liberties—
constrain State action. See, e.g., Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. at 29; In re 
Abbott, 954 F.3d at 784. Further, as the coronavirus threat ebbs and flows, New 
Mexico must ensure that its Public Health Orders remain commensurate in scope 
with current public health needs.124 
                                                 
121 Elim Romanian Pentecostal Church v. Pritzker, 962 F.3d 341, 347 (7th Cir. 2020).  
122 High Plains Harvest Church v. Polis, No. 1:20-cv-01480-RM-MEH, 2020 WL 3263902 (D. Colo. June 16, 2020) 
and 2020 WL 4582720 (D. Colo. Aug. 10, 2020). Accord Calvary Chapel Lone Mountain v. Sisolak, 466 F. Supp. 
3d 1120 (D. Nev. June 11, 2020). See also Ass’n of Jewish Camp Operators v. Cuomo, No. 1:20-CV-0687 
(GTS/DJS), 2020 WL 3766496 (N.D.N.Y. July 6, 2020) (Court rejects free exercise challenge to prohibition of the 
operation of overnight children’s camps anywhere in New York State for the summer, relying in part on South Bay 
and Jacobson). 
123 Legacy Church, Inc. v. Kunkel, No. CIV 20-0327 JB\SCY, 2020 WL 3963764 (D.N.M. July 13, 2020). 
124 Id. at *79.  
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The court concluded, “under the standard for content-neutral time, place, and manner 
restrictions, Secretary Kunkel and the State of New Mexico have established that significantly 
less restrictive means would endanger public health.”125 
Then another late-Friday surprise came out of the United States Supreme Court, when by 
a similar vote split to South Bay, 5-4, the Court on July 24 denied a temporary injunction to a 
Nevada church challenging a fifty-person restriction imposed by the State.126 But unlike South 
Bay, in Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Sisolak there was no concurring opinion by the Chief. 
Rather, this time there were three dissenting opinions—a seven-page opinion authored by Justice 
Alito and joined by Justices Kavanaugh and Thomas; a short opinion from Justice Gorsuch; and 
another seven-page opinion from Justice Kavanaugh. The key issue in the minds of the dissenters 
was the irrational distinctions made by the Nevada Governor—while casinos, restaurants, bars 
and gymnasiums could be open up to fifty percent of their total occupancy limits, by contrast 
churches, mosques and synagogues were capped at only fifty people total in attendance, 
regardless of the size of the structure. The dissenters found that this was not properly tailored to 
minimize unduly burdening the First Amendment interests of the Plaintiffs. Justice Kavanaugh 
concluded that even given the South Bay precedent, “the State cannot plausibly maintain that 
those large secular businesses are categorically safer than religious services, or that only 
religious services—and not bars, casinos, and gyms—entail people congregating in large groups 
or remaining in close proximity for extended periods of time.”127 
                                                 
125 Id. at *96. 
126 Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Sisolak, 140 S. Ct. 2603 (2020) (mem.). 
127 Id. at 2615 (Kavanaugh, J., dissenting). Or, as Justice Gorsuch concluded in his short dissent, “The world we 
inhabit today, with a pandemic upon us, poses unusual challenges. But there is no world in which the Constitution 
permits Nevada to favor Caesars Palace over Calvary Chapel.” Id. at 2609 (Gorsuch, J., dissenting).  
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After the Calvary Chapel decision, several federal courts continued into November to 
apply Jacobson and South Bay in rejecting church challenges to gathering restrictions.128 
However, the late-September death of Justice Ginsburg and October confirmation of her 
replacement Justice Barrett led to a series of new decisions that cast a new light on exactly what 
Governors needed to do to maximize the chances of their Executive Orders not conflicting with 
the U.S. Constitution. 
The most important was the night-before-Thanksgiving 5-4 decision of Roman Catholic 
Diocese v Cuomo,129 in which the new majority granted an emergency injunction against New 
York Governor Cuomo’s emergency Executive Order that imposed occupancy restrictions on, in 
part, houses of worship. A careful parsing of the six different opinions is important, because 
underlying some of the disagreements is an important roadmap for how local, state and federal 
officials can best design their orders responding to the ongoing pandemic. The decision also once 
again proves that facts matter. 
The Executive Order in question had limited attendance at religious services in houses of 
worship to ten persons in red zone areas and twenty-five persons in orange zone areas.130 The per 
                                                 
128 See, e.g., High Plains Harvest Church v. Polis, No. 20-1280, 2020 WL 6749073 (10th Cir. Nov. 12, 2020); 
Harvest Rock Church, Inc. v. Newsom, 977 F.3d 728 (9th Cir. 2020); Elim Romanian Pentecostal Church v. 
Pritkzker, No. 20-1811, 2020 WL 2517093 (7th Cir. May 16, 2020); Spell v. Edwards, No. 20-00282-BAJ-EWD, 
2020 WL 6588594 (M.D. La. Nov. 10, 2020); Calvary Chapel San Jose v. Cody, No. 20-cv=03794-BLF (N.D. Calif. 
Nov. 5, 2020); Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn, N.Y. v. Cuomo, No. 20-CV-4844 (NGG) (CLP), 2020 WL 
6120167 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 16, 2020); Cavalry Chapel of Bangor v. Mills, 459 F. Supp. 3d 273 (D. Me. 2020), inj. 
pending appeal denied by 2020 WL 3067488 (1st Cir. June 2, 2020); Cross Culture Christian Ctr. v. Newsom, 445 
F. Supp. 3d 758 (E.D. Cal. 2020); Legacy Church, Inc. v. Kunkel, 455 F. Supp. 3d 1100 (D.N.M. Apr. 17, 2020). 
129 Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn v. Cuomo, 141 S. Ct. 63 (2020). In light of this Supreme Court decision, 
the Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit on December 28, 2020 held that the governor’s emergency order 
regulating “houses of worship” is subject to strict scrutiny, and that its fixed capacity limits were not narrowly 
tailored to stem the spread of COVID-19. /=Agudath Israel of America v. Cuomo, Nos. 20-3572; 20-3590, 2020 WL 
7691715 (2nd Cir. Dec. 28, 2020). The Court of Appeal thus reversed and remanded the district court’s order 
denying their motion for preliminary injunction. Id. at *11. 
130 Id. at 66.  
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curiam opinion noted that Petitioners “tell us without contradiction that they have complied with 
all public health guidance, have implemented additional precautionary measures, and have 
operated at 25% or 33% capacity for months without a single outbreak.”131 The Executive Order 
also treated the houses of worship very differently from such “essential” businesses as 
acupuncture, garages, factories and other facilities that had documented outbreaks of COVID-
19.132 
Importantly, the per curiam opinion observed that the New York regulations were not 
“narrowly tailored” and were “far more restrictive than any COVID–related regulations that have 
previously come before the Court,133 much tighter than those adopted by many other 
jurisdictions hard-hit by the pandemic, and far more severe than has been shown to be required 
to prevent the spread of the virus at the applicants’ services.”134 After noting the large size of 
Petitioners’ buildings, the Court suggested a less restrictive rule of linking maximum attendance 
to the size of the facility.135 
Last, the per curiam opinion reaffirmed that, “Members of this Court are not public health 
experts, and we should respect the judgment of those with special expertise and responsibility in 
this area. But even in a pandemic, the Constitution cannot be put away and forgotten.”136 
                                                 
131 Id.  
132 Id. 
133 Id. at 67 n.2, “Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Sisolak, 591 U. S. ––––, 140 S. Ct. 2603, ––– L. Ed. 2d –––– 
(2020) (directive limiting in-person worship services to 50 people); South Bay United Pentecostal Church v. 
Newsom, 590 U. S. ––––, 140 S. Ct. 1613, 207 L. Ed. 2d 154 (2020) (Executive Order limiting in-person worship to 
25% capacity or 100 people, whichever was lower).” 
134 Id. at 67. 
135 Id.  
136 Id. at 68. 
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In his separate concurring opinion, Justice Gorsuch went well beyond the per curiam 
opinion by spending pages criticizing courts’ reliance on Jacobson, as well as the Chief Justice’s 
concurring opinion in South Bay; indeed, he asserted that some judges had “mistaken this 
Court’s modest decision in Jacobson for a towering authority that overshadows the Constitution 
during a pandemic.”137 By contrast, the concurring opinion of Justice Kavanaugh was much 
more moderate in tone and substance. After noting that the decision was not on the merits but 
only as to a temporary injunction,138 Justice Kavanaugh was concerned, like the per curiam, that 
the restrictions being reviewed were “much more severe than most other States’ restrictions, 
including the California and Nevada limits at issue” in South Bay and Calvary Chapel.139 
Interestingly, Justice Kavanaugh then came to the defense of the Chief Justice’s 
concurrence in South Park, which Justice Gorsuch had so strongly attacked. First, after stating 
that “the COVID-19 pandemic remains extraordinarily serious and deadly[,]” Justice Kavanaugh 
quoted from the Chief’s concurrence that the Constitution “principally entrusts the safety and the 
health of the people to the politically accountable officials of the States.”140 In the succeeding 
line he wrote, “Federal courts therefore must afford substantial deference to state and local 
authorities about how best to balance competing policy considerations during the pandemic[,]” 
but must do so in a way tailored to the circumstances when constitutional interests are at stake—
which New York had not done.141 Last, Justice Kavanaugh wrote that the New York limits of ten 
                                                 
137 Id. at 71 (Gorsuch, J., concurring). However, Justice Gorsuch did make an interesting concession concerning the 
nature of the restrictions in Jacobson compared with those imposed upon the houses of worship, a concession that 
could be used to support mandatory face mask orders and regulations, which will be discussed in more detail infra at 
p. 211–214. 
138 Id. at 72.  
139 Id. at 73.  
140 Id. (citing South Bay, 140 S. Ct. at 1613 (Roberts, C. J., concurring in denial of application for injunctive relief)). 
141 Id. at 74. 
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and twenty-five people were unduly restrictive, but also wrote, “[i]n light of the devastating 
pandemic, I do not doubt the State’s authority to impose tailored restrictions—even very strict 
restrictions—on attendance at religious services and secular gatherings alike.”142 
Chief Justice Roberts dissented, primarily because New York had already changed its 
designations of the affected areas such that the Petitioners could hold services with up to 50% of 
capacity.143 But he was forced to respond to Justice Gorsuch, and did so by noting that all the 
Chief had said in South Bay about Jacobson was that  
“[o]ur Constitution principally entrusts ‘[t]he safety and the health of the people’ 
to the politically accountable officials of the States ‘to guard and protect.’” South 
Bay, 590 U. S. at ––––, 140 S. Ct. at 1613 (Roberts, C. J., concurring) (quoting 
Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 38, 25 S. Ct. [at] 358). It is not clear which part of this lone 
quotation today’s concurrence finds so discomfiting. The concurrence speculates 
that there is so much more to the sentence than meets the eye, invoking—among 
other interpretive tools—the new “first case cited” rule. But the actual proposition 
asserted should be uncontroversial, and the concurrence must reach beyond the 
words themselves to find the target it is looking for.144 
There have been several immediate consequences from the Roman Catholic Diocese decision.  
First, on December 3, 2020, the Supreme Court ordered the Ninth Circuit in Harvest 
Rock Church, Inc. v. Newsom to remand the case to the District Court for further consideration in 
light of Diocese.145 Second, the religious schools and houses of worship who had unsuccessfully 
                                                 
142 Id.  
143 Id. at 75. Justice Breyer, in a dissent joined by Justices Sotomayor and Kagan, agreed that there was no need now 
to issue an injunction, id. at *10; and Justice Sotomayor, in a separate dissent joined by Justice Kagan, wrote more 
about the importance and applicability of the South Bay and Calvary Chapel decisions, id. at *12.  
144 Id. at 75–76.  
145 Harvest Rock Church v. Newsom, No. 20A94, 2020 WL 7061630, at *1 (Dec. 3, 2020). On December 4, 2020, 
Plaintiffs filed a motion requesting emergency injunctive relief. The Court denied Plaintiffs’ motion. Harvest Rock 
Church v. Newsom, No. EDCV 20-6414 JGB (KKx), 2020 WL 7639584, at *11 (Dec. 21, 2020) (“Californians may 
still worship, attend services, pray, and otherwise exercise their religious freedoms. They just may not do so in ways 
that significantly increase the likelihood of transmission of a virus which has claimed more than three hundred 
thousand American lives in less than one year. The Constitution is not a suicide pact. The First Amendment may not 
be used to make it one.”) Id.  
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challenged recent restrictions in Kentucky and New Jersey petitioned the Supreme Court for 
emergency injunctions pending appeal, as had been done in Diocese.146 The Sixth Circuit had 
specifically addressed and distinguished Diocese on the ground that the Governor’s executive 
order had prohibited in-person instruction at all public and private elementary and secondary 
schools, thus not singling out or more severely treating religious schools, and further relied upon 
the per curiam’s position in Diocese to the effect that judges “are not in a position to second-
guess the Governor’s determination regarding the health and safety of the Commonwealth at this 
point in time.”147 
Then came three decisions on December 15, two from the Supreme Court and one from 
the Ninth Circuit. First, acting on the merits in Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Sisolak, the 
Ninth Circuit applied the Roman Catholic Diocese holding to preliminarily enjoin certain 
attendance limitations on in-person services at houses of worship in Nevada, because the 
Governor’s order had treated “numerous secular activities and entities significantly better than 
religious worship services. Casinos, bowling alleys, retail businesses, restaurants, arcades, and 
other similar secular entities are limited to 50% of fire-code capacity, yet houses of worship are 
limited to fifty people regardless of their fire-code capacities[,]” and thus the order was not 
sufficiently tailored to pass constitutional muster.148 
                                                 
146 Robinson v. Murphy, No. 20-3048, Emergency Application to Justice Alito for an Injunction Pending Appellate 
Review, Nov. 20, 2020, 
https://www.supremecourt.gov/DocketPDF/20/20A95/161335/20201119204221838_Robinson%20Brief%20prefile.
pdf; Danville Christian Academy, Inc. v. Beshear, No. 20-6341, Emergency Application to Vacate the Sixth 
Circuit’s Stay of the Preliminary Injunction Issued by the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 
Kentucky, Dec. 1, 2020, 
https://www.supremecourt.gov/search.aspx?filename=/docket/docketfiles/html/public/20a96.html. 
147 Commonwealth of Kentucky v. Beshear, 981 F.3d 505, 510 (6th Cir. 2020). 
148 Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v Sisolak, No. 20-16169, 2020 WL 7350247, at *4 (9th Cir. Dec. 15, 2020). 
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Next came two short decisions from the Supreme Court. First, in High Plains Harvest 
Church v. Polis a majority of the court remanded the case to the Tenth Circuit to remand to the 
District Court for further consideration in light of Roman Catholic Diocese; Justice Kagan, 
joined by Justices Breyer and Sotomayor, dissented on the ground that the case was moot 
because the capacity limits on worship services had been lifted by Colorado during the 
lawsuit.149 In the second decision, there again was a remand, this time in Robinson v Murphy, 
Gov. of NJ, but with no dissent as New Jersey had conceded that the case should be remanded for 
further consideration of the New York decision.150 
Finally, on December 17 the Supreme Court completed its 2020 COVID-19 work by 
denying a stay, requested by a religious private school and the Attorney General of Kentucky, of 
the Sixth Circuit’s decision that had stayed an injunction of the Kentucky Governor’s Order that 
had closed all K-12 schools for in-person instruction until December 18.151 Given that the Order 
may not be renewed when schools resume on January 4, a 7-Justice majority concluded that 
because the Order applied equally to secular and religious schools, the stay application was 
denied without prejudice to the pursuit of a new injunction if a 2021 closure order is issued.152 
Only Justices Alito and Gorsuch dissented.  
 What can be distilled from the evolution of the courts’ opinions over the past six months? 
Ironically, five weeks before the decision in Roman Catholic Diocese, a recently-appointed 
federal judge in Colorado wrote an opinion that best distills how, despite Justice Gorsuch’s view 
                                                 
149 High Plains Harvest Church v. Polis, No. 20A105, 2020 WL 7345850 (Dec. 15, 2020) (mem.).  
150 Robinson v Murphy, Gov. of NJ, No. 20A95, 2020 WL 7346601 (Dec. 15, 2020) (mem.). 
151 Danville Christian Academy, Inc. v. Beshear, No. 20A96, 2020 WL 7395433, at *1 (Dec. 17, 2020) (mem.).  
152 Id.  
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and the passage of 115 years, Jacobson is still both relevant and consistent with current 
constitutional doctrine: 
When confronting an emergency, to what extent can the government curtail civil 
rights? And what is the proper scope of judicial review of actions taken by state or 
federal governments in response to the emergency? Justice Jackson was surely 
correct that the Bill of Rights is not a suicide pact—the Constitution doesn’t 
kneecap a state’s pandemic response. See Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 
U.S. 1, 37 (1949) (Jackson, J., dissenting). But the existence of a crisis does not 
mean that the inalienable rights recognized in the Constitution become 
unenforceable. Cf. Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 532 (2004) (plurality 
opinion) (“It is during our most challenging and uncertain moments that our 
Nation’s commitment to due process is most severely tested; and it is in those 
times that we must preserve our commitment at home to the principles for which 
we fight abroad.”). . . . 
The analysis changes in a number of ways. For one thing, there is no question that 
the State here has a compelling interest in protecting its citizens from the SARS-
CoV-2 virus. Jacobson v. Massachusetts, 197 U.S. 11, 25 (1905) (“The police 
power of a state must be held to embrace, at least, such reasonable regulations 
established directly by legislative enactment as will protect the public health and 
the public safety.”). For another thing, a state’s actions during a public-health 
emergency, like Colorado’s here, are often taken against a backdrop “fraught with 
medical and scientific uncertainties.” Marshall v. United States, 414 U.S. 417, 
427 (1974). It isn’t the job of the judiciary to second-guess the “wisdom, need, or 
appropriateness” of the measures taken by a state to protect the health of its 
people during a pandemic. Edwards v. California, 314 U.S. 160, 173 (1941); see 
also Jacobson, 197 U.S. at 28, 30–35 (“It is no part of the function of a court . . . 
to determine [what is] likely to be the most effective for the protection of the 
public against disease.”). 
. . . .  
. . . Indeed, Jacobson itself says that “no rule prescribed by a state, nor any 
regulation adopted by a local governmental agency acting under the sanction of 
state legislation” to safeguard public health and safety may “contravene the 
Constitution of the United States, nor infringe any right granted or secured by that 
instrument.” 197 U.S. at 25. . . . 
. . . .  
So the better view is thus that Jacobson fits within existing constitutional 
doctrine.153 
                                                 
153 Denver Bible Church v. Azar, No. 1:20-cv-02362-DDD-NRN, 2020 WL 6128994, at *6–8 (D. Colo. Oct. 15, 
2020).  
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The courts’ actions on December 15 confirm that if Governor orders are not well-crafted based 
on scientific or medical literature showing differential risks between houses of worship and, for 
example, retail businesses, restaurants or gymnasiums, then courts will not find them to be 
constitutional. However, if Governors and other officials, along with their legal and public health 
advisors, craft restrictions based on current conditions and evidence, even most of the Justices in 
Roman Catholic Diocese should, as suggested by the Colorado court, defer to their expertise in 
the midst of a raging pandemic.  
2. Restrictions on Business Operations  
 The wave of religious challenges to COVID-19 restriction orders was followed by a wave 
of challenges by a variety of businesses, from fitness centers to gentlemen’s clubs, hairdressers 
to bratwurst festivals, and firearms dealers. These cases raised somewhat different issues—
generally substantive and procedural due process claims—but courts generally still referred back 
to Jacobson, South Bay, and even Compagnie Francaise.154 The day before the Ninth Circuit’s 
ruling in South Bay, an Oregon federal judge denied a preliminary injunction sought to enjoin the 
Oregon Governor’s Executive Orders. In Open Our Oregon v. Brown,155 Plaintiffs—businesses 
and an advocacy group—argued that “the governor’s response to the pandemic violates their 
civil rights, is arbitrary and capricious, is based on unsound data and science, is politically 
motivated to deny voting rights to Republicans, and exceeds the authority granted to the 
                                                 
154 In Amato v. Elicker, 460 F. Supp. 3d 202 (D. Conn. May 19, 2020), a challenge to restrictions of on-site dining 
by bars and restaurants was rejected, with the Court applying the Jacobson standards, and further noting that under 
Compagnie Francaise and subsequent cases, more stringent measures such as quarantines are lawful given public 
health needs.  
155 Open Our Oregon v. Brown, No. 6:20-cv-773-MC, 2020 WL 2542861 (D. Or. May 19, 2020). 
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governor” under Oregon’s Constitution and statutes.156 However, the Court disagreed, heavily 
relying upon Jacobson and eleven other recent federal court rulings on point: “At this stage, this 
Court is inclined to side with the chorus of other federal courts in pointing to Jacobson and 
rejecting similar constitutional claims brought by Plaintiffs challenging similar COVID-19 
restrictions in other states.”157 
Since then, courts have rejected other business claims of procedural and substantive due 
process. In June 2020, the Sixth Circuit upheld the Michigan Governor’s executive order closing 
indoor fitness facilities as rationally related to the governmental interest in protecting safety of 
citizens and combating spread of the virus, even if it was not the most effective or least 
restrictive measure possible.158 Relying on Jacobson, the Court said: “All agree that the police 
power retained by the states empowers state officials to address pandemics such as COVID-19 
largely without interference from the courts.”159  
At the District Court level, federal courts have generally rejected procedural due process, 
substantive due process, and equal protection challenges to various restrictions on the business 
operations of fitness centers, social clubs and cosmetologists, applying a rational scrutiny test 
                                                 
156 Id. at *1. 
157 Id. at *2. That “chorus” has continued to grow in the ensuing months, and now includes In re Rutledge, 956 F.3d 
1018, 1027–32 (8th Cir. 2020); In re Abbott, 954 F.3d 772, 784 (5th Cir. 2020); 4 Aces Enterprises, LLC v. 
Edwards, No. 20-2150, 2020 WL 4747660 (E.D. La. Aug. 17, 2020); Tigges v Northam, 473 F. Supp. 3d 559 (E.D. 
Va. July 21, 2020); Pro. Beauty Fed’n of California v. Newsom, No. 2:20-cv-04274-RGK-AS, 2020 WL 3056126 
(C.D. Cal. June 8, 2020); Talleywhacker, Inc. v. Cooper, 465 F. Supp. 3d 523 (E.D.N.C. June 8, 2020); Antietam 
Battlefield KOA v. Hogan, 461 F. Supp. 3d 214 (D. Md. May 20, 2020); Amato, 460 F. Supp. 3d 202; Geller v. de 
Blasio, 20cv3566 (DLC), 2020 WL 2520711 (S.D.N.Y. May 18, 2020); Spell v. Edwards, 460 F. Supp. 3d 671 
(M.D. La. May 15, 2020); Henry v. DeSantis, 461 F. Supp. 3d 1244 (S.D. Fla. May 14, 2020); McGhee v. City of 
Flagstaff, No. CV-20-08081-PCT-GMS, 2020 WL 2308479 (D. Ariz. May 8, 2020); Cassell v. Snyders, 458 F. 
Supp. 3d 981 (N.D. Ill. May 3, 2020). See also Robinson v. Att’y Gen., 957 F.3d 1171, 1179 (11th Cir. 2020). But 
see Cnty. of Butler v Wolf, No. 2:20-cv-677, 2020 WL 5510690 (W.D. Pa. Sept. 14, 2020) (Judge rejects the 
continuing viability of Jacobson), stay granted pending appeal, 2020 WL 5868393 (3rd Cir. Oct. 1, 2020). 
158 League of Indep. Fitness Facilities & Trainers, Inc. v. Whitmer, 814 F. App’x 125 (6th Cir. 2020).  
159 Id. at 127. The Whitmer court applied a rational basis test; subsequently, it was relied upon by an Ohio court in 
July 2020 that rejected an effort by a bratwurst festival organizer to depose the State’s public health director. See 
Bellwether Music Festival, LLC v. Acton, 471 F. Supp. 3d 827 (S.D. Ohio July 9, 2020).  
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and relying upon Jacobson and its progeny.160 Courts also previously concluded that the activity 
of doing business or making a profit is not “property in the ordinary sense,”161 and harm to 
business interests is not a “plain, palpable invasion of rights” under the Fourteenth 
Amendment.162  
Some state courts have also addressed similar claims, in similar fashion. Back in April, 
the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania rejected a variety of statutory and constitutional claims 
challenging stay-at-home and business closure orders.163 Eight months later, the Massachusetts 
Supreme Judicial Court issued a 21-page decision rejecting claims that the Governor’s COVID 
Executive Orders violated under state law the separation of powers and legislative delegation of 
authority, and under federal law the rights of procedural and substantive due process, and of 
freedom of assembly.164 
                                                 
160 See, e.g., Stewart v Justice, No. 3:20-0611, 2020 WL 6937725 (S.D. W.Va. Nov. 24, 2020); Michigan Rest. & 
Lodging Ass’n v. Gordon, No. 1:20-cv-1104, 2020 WL 6866649 (W.D. Mich. Nov. 20, 2020); Antietam Battlefield 
KOA v. Hogan, No. CCB-20-1130, 2020 WL 6777590 (D. Md. Nov. 18, 2020); Columbus Ale House, Inc. v. 
Cuomo, No. 20-cv-4291 (BMC), 2020 WL 6118822 (E.D. N.Y. Oct. 16, 2020); Luke’s Catering Serv., LLC v 
Cuomo, No. 20-CV-1086S, 2020 WL 5425008 (W.D.N.Y. Sept. 10, 2020); Xponential Fitness v. Arizona, No. CV-
20-01310-PHX-DJH, 2020 WL 3971908 (D. Ariz. July 14, 2020); Slidewaters LLC v. Washington Dep’t of Lab. & 
Indus., No. 2:20-CV-0210-TOR, 2020 WL 3130295 (E.D. Wash. June 12, 2020) and 2020 WL 3979661 (E.D. 
Wash. July 14, 2020); McCarthy v. Cuomo No. 20-CV-2124 (ARR), 2020 WL 3286530 (E.D.N.Y. June 18, 2020); 
Pro. Beauty Fed’n, 2020 WL 3056126; Talleywhacker, Inc., 465 F. Supp. 3d 523.  
161 Savage v. Mills, No. 1:20-cv-00165-LEW, 2020 WL 4572314, at *7 (D. Me. Aug. 7, 2020) (quoting Coll. Sav. 
Bank v. Florida Prepaid Postsecondary Educ. Expense Bd., 527 U.S. 666, 675 (1999)). 
162 Id. at *8 (“See Stop the Beach Renourishment, Inc. v. Florida Dep’t of Env’t. Prot., 560 U.S. 702, 721 (2010) 
(noting that ‘the “liberties” protected by substantive due process do not include economic liberties.’)”. Id. 
163 Friends of Danny DeVito v. Wolf, 227 A.3d 872 (Pa. 2020), cert. denied, 141 S. Ct. 239 (2020) (mem.). For 
those wondering, the Danny DeVito in this case was a candidate for the state legislature, and no relation to the actor.  
164 Desrosiers v. Governor, 158 N.E.3d 827 (Mass. 2020). In Michigan, by contrast, state courts split on whether or 
not the Governor’s COVID-related executive orders were constitutional; ultimately, the Michigan Supreme Court, in 
a split decision, held that certain of the orders were not sufficiently based on existing state law, and that the 
Emergency Powers of the Governor Act was unconstitutional. House of Representatives & Senate v. Governor, 949 
N.W.2d 276 (Mich. 2020) (mem.).  
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Furthermore, firearms dealers have brought Second Amendment claims brought by 
firearms dealers, triggering intermediate scrutiny review. But those claims still yielded the same 
result—reliance upon Jacobson and South Bay to uphold the State’s restrictions on operations.165 
C. Mandates on Wearing a Face Covering in Public Settings 
Parties have also brought court challenges to the required wearing of a face covering in 
stores and other public settings, with claims premised on the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA)166 and on the First Amendment’s freedom of speech. In May 2020, the United States 
District Court, District of Maryland rejected an argument that because plaintiffs believed the 
wearing of a face covering was a “sign of capture on the battlefield, and subservience to the 
captor,” and thus violated their freedoms.167 Instead, the court found that wearing a face covering 
“would be viewed as a means of preventing the spread of COVID-19.”168 In Pennsylvania, over 
thirty plaintiffs sued, based on Title III of the ADA,169 a grocery store chain that requires all 
shoppers to wear face coverings even if individuals claim to have a medical condition precluding 
such wearing.170 Then in August, an Oregon federal court denied a temporary restraining order to 
a plaintiff who alleged that he had been denied entrance to a store when he refused to wear a face 
                                                 
165 See Dark Storm Indus. LLC v. Cuomo, 471 F. Supp. 3d 482 (N.D.N.Y. July 8, 2020); Altman v. Cnty. of Santa 
Clara, 464 F. Supp. 3d 1106 (N.D. Cal. June 2, 2020). But see Connecticut Citizens Def. League, Inc. v. Lamont, 
465 F. Supp. 3d 56 (D. Conn. June 8, 2020) (ordering the State to resume collection of fingerprints necessary for 
criminal background checks prerequisite to licensing).  
166 42 U.S.C. § 12101. 
167 Antietam Battlefield KOA v. Hogan, 461 F. Supp. 3d 214, 237 (D. Md. May 20, 2020). 
168 Id. 
169 42 U.S.C. § 12181 et seq. 
170 See Complaint, Pletcher v. Giant Eagle, Inc., No. 2:20-CV-754, 2020 WL 2733880 (W.D. Pa. May 26, 2020), 
with respect to a consolidated action of dozens of plaintiffs alleging that anyone objecting to wearing a face mask 
can claim an exemption under either the Americans with Disabilities Act or the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act. The Court denied a Motion for Preliminary Injunction as to one of the Plaintiffs on October 23, 
2020. Pletcher v. Giant Eagle, Inc., No. 2:20-754 (W.D. Pa. Oct. 23, 2020) (mems.). 
https://cases.justia.com/federal/district-courts/pennsylvania/pawdce/2:2020cv00754/267455/42/0.pdf. On the same 
date, the Court denied Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint without prejudice, pending the filing 
of comprehensive summary judgment motions. 
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covering.171 Finally, in October 2020 a Minnesota federal court denied a preliminary injunction 
to a group of plaintiffs who claimed that the Governor lacked authority to order any person to 
wear a face covering in any indoor public setting.172 However, there still remains a very strong 
partisan divide among Americans in response to demands that everyone wear a face covering in 
public places.173  
With the fall resurgence of the pandemic across the United States, many Governors are 
again imposing restrictions that had been imposed six months earlier, at the start of the outbreak 
in this country, including face-covering mandates. For example, on November 5, 2020, Maine’s 
Governor Janet Mills issued an Executive Order requiring people to wear face coverings in 
public settings, regardless of the ability to maintain physical distance; and, for the first time, 
included houses of worship within the mandate.174 But because there was reluctance on the part 
of some businesses and municipal officials to comply, on December 11, 2020 she issued a new 
                                                 
171 Hayes v Oregon, No. 1:20-cv-01332-CL, 2020 WL 4673461 (D. Or, Aug. 12, 2020).  
172 Minnesota Voters All. v Walz, Case No. 20-CV-1688 (PJS/ECW), 2020 WL 5869425 (D. Minn. Oct. 2, 2020). 
Accord, Stewart v Justice, No. 3:20-0611, 2020 WL 6937725 (S.D. W.Va. Nov. 24, 2020). See also Camille 
Caldera, Fact Check: No Mask? You Can Ask Why—It isn’t Against HIPAA or the Fourth or Fifth Amendments, 
USA TODAY (July 19, 2020, 12:20 PM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/2020/07/19/fact-check-
asking-face-masks-wont-violate-hipaa-4th-amendment/54303302/; Kim LaCapria, COVID-19 HIPAA Face Mask 
Exemption “Passes,” TRUTH OR FICTION (May 6, 2020), https://www.truthorfiction.com/covid-19-hipaa-face-mask-
exemption-passes/; Karin Williston, Stop Using the ADA and HIPAA to Get Out of Wearing Masks, THE MIGHTY 
(May 21, 2020), https://themighty.com/2020/05/ada-hipaa-face-masks-covid-19/. 
173 Patrick Van Kessel & Dennis Quinn, Both Republicans and Democrats Cite Masks as a Negative Effect of 
COVID-19, but for Very Different Reasons, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Oct. 29, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-
tank/2020/10/29/both-republicans-and-democrats-cite-masks-as-a-negative-effect-of-covid-19-but-for-very-
different-reasons/ (“And when Americans are asked to describe in their own words how the outbreak has affected 
them negatively, no topic divides Democrats and Republicans more than the subject of masks, according to a new 
Pew Research Center analysis of survey findings collected in late August and early September.”). See also supra 
note 47 and accompanying text. 
174 State of Maine, Office of Governor Janet T. Mills, Following Record COVID-19 Cases, Governor Mills 
Announces New Face Covering Executive Order (Nov. 5, 2020), 
https://www.maine.gov/governor/mills/news/following-record-covid-19-cases-governor-mills-announces-new-face-
covering-executive-order. For a list of face covering requirements by state, see Andy Markowitz, State-by-State 
Guide to Face Mask Requirements, AARP, https://www.aarp.org/health/healthy-living/info-2020/states-mask-
mandates-coronavirus.html (last updated Nov. 20, 2020); Littler Mendelson, Facing Your Face Mask Duties—A List 
of Statewide Orders, LITTLER INSIGHT (Nov. 20, 2020), https://www.littler.com/publication-
press/publication/facing-your-face-mask-duties-list-statewide-orders. 
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executive order requiring, with limited exceptions, owners and operators of all indoor public 
spaces—regardless of the type of entity or size—to not allow those who refuse to wear a face 
covering to enter or remain in their venue. Previous executive orders had required enforcement 
in some but not all public settings.175  
It is likely more governors will have to follow suit, possibly followed by a new wave of 
lawsuits. But as long as the COVID-19 virus continues to wreak havoc upon Americans, courts 
confronting COVID-19 challenges should continue to adopt the 1905 Jacobson tests when 
reviewing well-tailored emergency public health measures such as the wearing of face coverings 
in publicly accessible places, enacted pursuant to emergency police powers.176 Indeed, even the 
Supreme Court’s harshest critic of Jacobson, Justice Gorsuch, made the point in his concurring 
opinion in Roman Catholic Diocese that it was correct to reject Mr. Jacobson’s claim that being 
forced to have a smallpox vaccination was an unconstitutional imposition upon his implied 
substantive due process right to “bodily integrity,” because that imposition was easily avoidable 
through being vaccinated, paying a fine or qualifying for certain prescribed exemptions.177 
Certainly, unless one has a documented medical condition or is under two or three years of age, 
                                                 
175 State of Maine, Office of Governor Janet T. Mills, Governor Mills Issues Executive Order Strengthening 
Enforcement of Face Covering Requirement in All Indoor Public Spaces (Dec. 11, 2020),  
https://www.maine.gov/governor/mills/news/governor-mills-issues-executive-order-strengthening-enforcement-
face-covering-requirement-all.  
176 The issue of whether states can mandate COVID-19 vaccination remains to be litigated in the U.S., and will 
surely be generating legislative debates and possibly subsequent court cases early in 2021. Even in Brazil, the 
Brazilian President also has understated any federal response to the COVID-19 pandemic there with the result of the 
second highest (to the U.S.) number of COVID deaths in the world, the largest state’s Governor has decreed that 
everyone must be vaccinated. Amanda Perobelli & Pablo Garcia, Brazilians Protest Mandatory COVID-19 
Immunization, Chinese Vaccine, REUTERS (Nov. 1, 2020), https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-
brazil-vaccine/brazilians-protest-mandatory-covid-19-immunization-chinese-vaccine-idUSKBN27H1TE. 
177 Roman Catholic Diocese of Brooklyn v. Cuomo, 141 S. Ct. 63, at 70–71 (2020). 
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during a surging pandemic the wearing of a face covering in public is even less of an imposition, 
and thus should be deemed by courts to be constitutionally sound.  
 We should not forget the federal level either, because the President-Elect has stated that 
he would sign a “masking mandate” on his first day in office—but, “While the President can’t 
unilaterally require every American to wear a mask, under the law Biden said he could require 
masks in places like federal buildings and on planes, trains and buses for interstate travel.”178 
How much governments (or employers) can do more than just to encourage people to receive the 
COVID-19 vaccinations also remains to be both seen and likely, litigated in 2021.  
IV. WHAT CAN LOCAL OFFICIALS MANDATE TO CONTAIN the Spread of COVID-19 
 We should not forget that municipalities and some counties around the country also have 
legal authority and powers that some have tried to exercise in response to the COVID-19 
pandemic. For example, a mid-March effort by North Haven, Maine to forbid people from 
coming onto the island who were not full-time residents was an early attempt by one small town 
to protect its residents from becoming infected by those coming from places more infected by the 
virus.179 
                                                 
178 Kate Sullivan, Biden Details Plan to Combat Coronavirus Pandemic in First 100 Days, CNN (Dec. 11, 2020), 
https://www.cnn.com/2020/12/08/politics/biden-100-million-vaccines-100-days/index.html. 
179 See Betts, supra note 8. The town administrator said the town rescinded the order after an attorney in Governor 
Mills’s administration informed the town that “only the governor has the authority to restrict travel in the state, and 
that her power supersedes any authority that town officials have.” Stephen Betts, North Haven Rescinds Order to 
Prevent Nonresidents from Coming to the Island, PORTLAND PRESS HERALD, 
https://www.pressherald.com/2020/03/19/north-haven-rescinds-island-travel-ban/ (last updated Mar. 19, 2020). 
Because the order was rescinded voluntarily, the question as to the authority of a local government to impose stricter 
mandates than the state remains unanswered. However, the legal director of the Maine Municipal Association stated 
in December that towns could enforce a stricter mask policy than the State. Kathleen O’Brien, Despite Calls from 
Some Residents, Phippsburg Board Continues to Buck Mask Requirements, PRESS HERALD (Dec. 10, 2020), 
https://www.pressherald.com/2020/12/10/despite-calls-from-some-residents-phippsburg-board-continues-to-buck-
mask-requirements/. In the small town of Phippsburg, Maine, a recalcitrant Select Board finally yielded in the face 
of a stern letter from the Maine Attorney General, and voted on the third try to require people to wear face masks in 
all public buildings. Kathleen O’Brien, After Push from Maine Attorney General, Phippsburg Board Adopts Mills’ 
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 Whether or not efforts by local officials to impose COVID-related restrictions that are 
stricter than those imposed by the federal government or the state in question will depend, in 
part, on whether (a) the state is a “Home Rule” one, and (b) if so, whether the state has enacted a 
law to specifically preempt local ordinances that go beyond what state law has done. “Home 
rule” refers to the level of autonomy granted to municipalities either through state legislative 
provisions or through provisions included in the state’s constitution.180 These provisions fall 
primarily into two categories. In the first category—where Maine resides181—a Home Rule 
provision may be included in the state’s constitution which grants municipalities broad discretion 
to pass laws and govern themselves, so long as they do not violate the state or federal 
constitutions. By contrast, in order to pass a law or ordinance in other states, municipalities must 
first seek approval from their state legislature. 
In either category, one must also ask whether state law preempts local government law 
when there is a direct conflict. Because every state constitution is different, and the Home Rule 
provisions may vary (or be entirely absent), the answer to this question will vary for each state. 
Maine’s Constitution provides that “[t]he inhabitants of any municipality shall have the power to 
alter and amend their charters on all matters, not prohibited by Constitution or general law, which 
are local and municipal in character.”182 Though the language of this provision clarifies that where 
                                                 
Mask Mandate, PRESS HERALD (Dec. 17, 2020), https://www.pressherald.com/2020/12/17/after-push-from-maine-
attorney-general-phippsburg-board-adopts-mills-mask-mandate/. 
180 Home Rule, BLACK’S LAW DICTIONARY (5th pocket ed. 2016). 
181 ME. REV. STAT. ANN. tit. 30-A, § 3001 (West 2019) states that “[a]ny municipality . . . may exercise any power 
or function which the Legislature has power to confer upon it, which is not denied . . . and exercise any power or 
function granted to the municipality by the Constitution of Maine, general law, or charter.” This statute also includes 
a provision requiring the statute itself to be liberally construed and a provision creating a “rebuttable presumption 
that any ordinance enacted under this section is a valid exercise of a municipality’s home rule authority.” Id. 
§ 3001(2). 
182 ME. CONST. art. VIII, pt. 2, § 1. 
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prohibited by the Constitution or general law municipalities will not have the power to act, it does 
not clarify what happens when the municipality is not expressly prohibited from acting, but its 
actions may conflict with a statewide policy or executive order, such as a stay-at-home order, a 
mandatory quarantine, or a mask wearing mandate. 
At least two Maine municipalities in late summer enacted ordinances addressing the 
wearing of face coverings in public,183 as have a number of towns and cities across the nation.184 
When that happened in Atlanta, the Georgia Governor sued the City, alleging that the local 
restrictions were too strict and thus unlawfully in conflict with Georgia law; before a court ruling 
could be issued, the parties reached a compromise.185 Thus, it may be this winter before we have 
a body of caselaw if in non-Home Rule states more localities impose restrictions opposed by their 
state’s Governor.  
That situation has arisen in Texas regarding the late-October issuance in El Paso of a 
County Emergency Order that imposed more strictly limited gathering restrictions than those of 
the Governor’s Executive Order. Businesses and the State challenged the County’s Order. In a 
                                                 
183 For example, Orono (home to the University of Maine) enacted such an ordinance as students were returning to 
campus. Orono, Me., Ordinance No. 20-139 (Aug. 26, 2020), 
https://library.municode.com/me/orono/ordinances/code_of_ordinances?nodeId=1041574. Sanford, Maine did so as 
well after a nearby county jail had an outbreak of COVID-19 cases. Sanford, Me., Emergency Ordinance—An Act 




184 Cities and counties from coast to coast have adopted face-covering ordinances, but there is no one central listing 
of them. However, a few places have even repealed prior facemask requirements. Brookport, Illinois did so on 
November 4, 2020. David Z., Brookport Council Repeals Face Mask Ordinance, PADUCAH SUN (Nov. 7, 2020), 
https://www.paducahsun.com/news/local/brookport-council-repeals-face-mask-ordinance/article_afef67f6-0b80-
519d-a683-5be96e8f2880.html. Although in other towns, the issue has been very divisive. See supra notes 47 and 
168 and accompanying text.  
185 Vanessa Romo, Governor Drops Lawsuit Against Atlanta Mayor Over Masks, But Fight May Not Be Over, NPR 
(Aug. 13, 2020), https://www.npr.org/sections/coronavirus-live-updates/2020/08/13/902347003/governor-drops-
lawsuit-against-atlanta-mayor-over-masks-but-fight-may-not-be-over. However, despite the Governor’s actions, a 
number of Georgia towns still have their own facemask ordinances and restrictions. See Full List: What Cities and 
Counties Are Requiring Face Masks, WSBTV, https://www.wsbtv.com/news/local/full-list-what-counties-cities-are-
requiring-face-masks/VJQ3BQH2TBEMZICWXZQ5DIM5XE/ (last updated Aug. 25, 2020). 
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split decision, the Texas Court of Appeals held that under the particular provisions of the Texas 
Disaster Act, the Governor’s order prevailed over a conflicting county order.186 While the majority 
concluded with a plea that “the political leaders of the State and this region, whose motives are all 
beyond reproach, . . . cooperatively lead us through this unparalleled disaster[;]”187 Justice 
Rodriguez in dissent asked, “How many more mobile morgues will come to El Paso before the 
Texas Supreme Court is able to render a final answer to the deadly riddle of which leader must 
yield? Will the Governor and the County Judge come to a workable solution first?”188 
V. Conclusion 
Just as Santayana cautioned in 1905 in The Life of Reason,189 it is important to remember 
both pandemic and legal history in devising clear 2021 strategies for minimizing COVID-related 
illnesses, deaths, and associated economic losses. During the 1918 Spanish Flu pandemic, 
locations that lifted social distancing mandates too early experienced a second surge in deaths.190 
In 2020, a number of states prematurely lifted nonpharmaceutical restrictions at the same time 
that they had shortages of personal protective equipment, testing kits, and other essential 
equipment.191 Thus, it is still true that no one can safely say that someone coming from—for 
example—large cities into smaller cities or towns with far less health care resources is not 
increasing the risks that the Supreme Court and the CDC have said can legally be addressed 
through restrictions on travel and non-essential interstate commerce.  
                                                 
186 State v. El Paso County, No. 08-20-00226-CV, 2020 WL 6737510 (Tex. Ct. App. 2020).  
187 Id. at *11.  
188 Id. at *26. On December 10, 4 weeks after the court’s ruling, El Paso had its deadliest day of the pandemic with 
forty-four deaths, and was again considering a partial curfew for the Christmas holidays. El Paso Officials Consider 
Another Curfew for the Holidays After Deadliest Day of Pandemic, KVIA ABC-7 (Dec. 10, 2020), 
https://kvia.com/news/el-paso/2020/12/10/watch-live-at-3pm-el-paso-officials-give-covid-19-update/. 
189 GEORGE SANTAYANA, THE LIFE OF REASON: THE PHASES OF HUMAN PROGRESS (1905). 
190 See Markel et al., supra note 51.  
191 See Michael S. Sinha et al., Personal Protective Equipment for COVID-19: Distributed Fabrication and Additive 
Manufacturing, 110(8) AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1162, 1162 (2020). 
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The U.S. is truly “exceptional”—as of January 11, 2021, we have over 23 million 
Americans confirmed to have been infected by the coronavirus, many more than any other 
country. Moreover, we have many more Americans who have died from it—over 384,000—than 
any other nation.192 Our daily totals for both are still rising faster than almost anywhere else in 
the world. COVID-19 has largely been spread by well-meaning, asymptomatic people—
including so-called super-spreaders—who have put innocent lives at risk and into hospitals in all 
fifty states.  
Now is not the time for partisan politics, be it among Governors or between them and 
Washington, or among judges. Nor is it the time for businesses to be suing to eliminate all stay-
at-home restrictions in an effort to obtain short-term gains at the likely expense of their workers, 
their customers, and innocent third parties. Ultimately, a state’s well-crafted stay-at-home or 
mask-wearing restrictions can and should lawfully be allowed to continue for as long as a 
Governor and public health officials reasonably deem it necessary. One of the key lessons from 
the Supreme Court’s Calvary Chapel and Roman Catholic Diocese opinions is that as time 
moves along with the pandemic, Governors will have to be more reasoned and grounded in 
science and evidence as to how they distinguish among which businesses are essential or not, and 
which ones should have what type of restrictions.193  
That too is the lesson three months later from the Trump-appointed judge in Denver Bible 
Church, which was echoed in some but not quite all of the opinions of the Supreme Court 
Justices in Roman Catholic Diocese:  
                                                 
192 WORLDOMETER, supra note 3.  
193 Calvary Chapel Dayton Valley v. Sisolak, 140 S. Ct. 2603 (2020) (mem.). 
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Third, and perhaps less obviously, Jacobson’s emphasis, in conjunction with 
cases like Marshall and Edwards, on the need for judicial deference to 
policymakers’ analysis of evolving scientific and medical knowledge helps 
explain why, as “emergency” restrictions extend beyond the short-term into 
weeks and now months, courts may become more stringent in their review. In the 
court’s view, this admonition comes into play in the “tailoring” prong of current 
constitutional doctrine. Where fundamental rights are implicated, this requires 
assessing whether the government’s action is the least restrictive means available. 
In the earliest days of a pandemic or other true emergency, what may be the least 
restrictive or invasive means of furthering a state’s compelling interest in public 
health will be particularly uncertain, and thus judicial intervention should be rare. 
But as time passes, scientific uncertainty may decrease, and officials’ ability to 
tailor their restrictions more carefully will increase. 
. . . 
Applying normal constitutional scrutiny—even strict scrutiny, where 
appropriate—does not mean that the majority of actions taken by the State in 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic will be found invalid. . . . A pandemic is, in 
other words, a context where constitutional scrutiny might be strict in theory, but 
not fatal in fact.194 
 
Likewise, courts should be increasingly mindful of the wisdom of the imposition of 
restrictions during a year-long pandemic that has been worsening, not improving, which might 
be considered unlawful during “normal” times. Another recent Republican appointee to the 
federal bench, this one in Maine, Judge Walker, despite twice questioning the controlling weight 
of Jacobson, in early August still well-summarized our societal and legal situation that must 
continue into 2021: 
Many people, Plaintiffs among them, call into question the wisdom of any 
restrictions on commercial activity, which is a right almost universally accepted. 
But these Plaintiffs have not alleged facts demonstrating a present violation of 
their constitutional rights that warrants injunctive relief; not while the Nation is 
scrambling to adapt to an unprecedented pandemic that is believed to have killed 
more than 150,000 Americans in four months and caused debilitating illness for 
many survivors.  
                                                 
194 Denver Bible Church v. Azar, No. 1:20-cv-02362-DDD-NRN, 2020 WL 6128994, at *8 (D. Colo. Oct. 15, 2020) 
(footnote omitted). 
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Public health professionals and politicians have had to analyze data regarding this 
novel virus while executing public health policies, nearly simultaneously and 
continuously, for more than four months with no clear end in sight. This 
collective crisis ought to have imposed a sense of collective humility given the 
long shadow cast by all that we do not know about the disease. We might hope 
that Socratic wisdom is making a comeback.195 
 
In sum, if a governor disagrees with continuing and enforcing COVID-19 restriction 
orders for her or his own state, and the CDC or Congress does not mandate a nation-wide 
protection of everyone’s lives and resources to avoid a second (or third) surge of deaths, then 
residents of that “lenient” state should not be allowed to travel into other states that choose 
ongoing stay-home orders. Each state should have the final say, mindful of the Bill or Rights and 
recent decisions, for the fundamental protection of its citizens’ public health, safety, and 
welfare.196 Moreover, careful governors and states can and should take all necessary and 
reasoned protective measures and restrictions, and to consistently enforce them, given that it 
ultimately is the responsibility of each Governor, regardless of political affiliation, to protect the 
health, safety and welfare of her or his citizenry. 
In the waning months of 2020, that is what the law, clear vision, and foresight require, 
and the Constitution allows.197 As Justice Jackson warned in 1949, in 2021 we should not let the 
                                                 
195 Savage v. Mills, No. 1:20-cv-00165-LEW, 2020 WL 4572314, at *10 (D. Me. Aug. 7, 2020). Judge Lance E. 
Walker, before going on the bench, was a member of the Federalist Society and National Rifle Association. U.S. S. 
COMM. on the Judiciary, 115th Cong., PN1810, Questionnaire for Judicial Nominees, Lance E. Walker (Confirmed 
Oct. 11, 2018), https://www.judiciary.senate.gov/imo/media/doc/Walker%20SJQ.pdf. 
196 Cf. U.S. v Salerno, 481 U.S. 739, 748 (1987) (“We have repeatedly held that the Government’s regulatory 
interest in community safety can, in appropriate circumstances, outweigh an individual’s liberty interest.”). 
197 Or, as famed New York Yankee catcher Yogi Berra cautioned, “If you don’t know where you are going, you’ll 
end up someplace else.” Samuel Rodenhizer, “If You Don’t Know Where You are Going, You’ll End Up Someplace 
Else.” (Yogi Berra), QUOTATION CELEBRATION (Oct. 11, 2019), 
https://quotationcelebration.wordpress.com/2019/10/11/if-you-dont-know-where-you-are-going-youll-end-up-
someplace-else-yogi-berra/. So far, America has demonstrated neither a clear, consistent plan nor consistent 
compliance to expeditiously defeat the pandemic—and the fight against more hospitalizations and deaths is not one 
we should allow ourselves to lose by ending up still being in a pandemic in 2022.   
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“freedom” from wearing a face covering or being vaccinated, nor claims of constitutional 
liberties, “kneecap a state’s pandemic response.”198  
                                                 
198 Denver Bible Church, 2020 WL 6128994, at *6. See also Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. 1, 37 (1949) 
(Jackson, J., dissenting). 
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